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knows many things, but a hedgehog
one important thing”
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Sometimes, it feels like spring will never come. In more metaphorical ways than literal ones. But
always, without fail, it does. Even if it only lasts for what feels like a split second. In this thirteenth
issue, I can only hope that it lasts for far more than that. That you, the last of the readers of literature,
extract many hours of joy from the likes of a novella about a college dropout and the foibles of her
anus (Part I of Zeke Greenwald’s “Moons”), or the jaunty poking fun at of a garden variety wasp
who doesn’t know how best to wield his gifts and fortune (Nicholas Calderbank’s “Golden Boy”).
The rich never do. And, speaking of “poke,” we also have “The Pokes in Slowdown,” a whimsical tale
about a couple transitioning into something of a new career together—one more enthusiastic about it
than the other. Which is precisely what one could say about the notion of monogamy altogether, with
the woman typically remaining the most interested. But what am I doing? Always getting on a damn
tangent about that, when, in truth, I don’t think I would even know what to do with undying devotion
if it was ever actually presented to me.
Plus, things of the sexual variety have a tendency to scar with their macrabreness. This much is
proved in the continued serialization of Leanne Grabel’s Brontosaurus (which packs an especial
punch after following Conor O’Sullivan’s “Unicorn”). We also have two other excerpts in this issue,
Mather Schneider’s exultant “Excerpts From the Bacanora Notebooks: The Fire” and Jason Francis
Mc Gimsey’s (yes, the space is intentional between “Mc” and “Gimsey”) much needed call for
Venetians to come to action with regard to remedying the dialect’s sparse presence in literature,
the preface to No go dito gnente. Taking into account my current geographical location as I write
this (somewhere in the realm of Napoli), I can certainly identify with an enthusiasm for preserving
the integrity of Italian dialects by having them written down somewhere. And since Venetian, unlike
Neapolitan, does not have the luxury of yet being quite as favored a language to be preserved and
protected by UNESCO, Mc Gimsey’s earnestness in driving Venetians to take a larger interest in their
own dialect is extremely moving.
There are so many cases like this in each of the pieces of Vol. 13, showing us little glimpes of existences
that we might not ever think about or be exposed to. And isn’t that what fiction and poetry should
always do? Should remain the primary reason why at least some people keep coming back to it
instead of retreating entirely into screens?
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Even the shortest of fiction has the ability to dip us into another dimension and headspace, as
evidenced by the two offerings from Brett Stout, “Of Plumbing and Nightmares” and “The East Point
Vein of Depression.” Unlike some more annoying “working class male” narratives I can think of (but
won’t mention so as to leave who I’m shading to your own imagination), Stout’s is one of purity rather
than contrivedness. And that’s what gut punches me as an editor every time. I can always tell when
someone is trying too hard. All I ask is that the submissions come from a place of genuineness as
opposed to a place of “wanting to get published in print.” It’s fucking retarded, if you’ll excuse the
no longer socially acceptable word. What continues to bring the taint to the highly insular and elitist
realm of publishing. For, as I’ve often touted with the venomous zeal of a homeless person ranting
on the street, he who controls the purse strings controls the art. And right now, my purse strings are
hanging on by an ever-waning thread. One that I hope can endure in lightly strangling some of the
rest of what’s out there on the shelves of those precious bookstores like McNally Jasckson and Book
Thug Nation and Human Relations.
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At the same time, it can be discouraging to invest so much time in an endeavor like The Opiate and
receive minimal recognition. This isn’t exactly a “hobby” I can churn out on a dime. It takes me many
hours in many hunched over positions to make this magazine happen on a quarterly basis. And
now that I’m temporarily away from New York, it’s even harder. For I can’t be there to ensure my
baby’s successful birth into the world, dragging her to the post office on the regular to be mailed
for incongruous sums to places like Hungary and Turkey. To the point of The Opiate being my child,
the critical essay I’ve made my focus for this issue pertains to Sheila Heti’s forthcombing book,
Motherhood, for once, a title that is about not having a child. How art, for some women, can provide
the substitute. Granted, both child and art are very large expenses to have to shoulder.

I admire the foxes though. I even hope to one day become one. Just as Calvino wanted to be a
hedgehog. What is this strange affliction we all have? Of wanting that which we don’t or can’t
possess?
Genna Rivieccio
Naples, Italy
March 20, 2018

To take this comparison further, every mother wants their child to succeed. I know that in many ways,
The Opiate has. But in many others, it still has a long way to go. And it’s hard for me to entrust that
length of distance with other people, who I don’t believe can possibly care about this magazine more
than I do. In any case, I’ll equate The Opiate’s nebulous reception to this: it’s like when Samantha
Jones in Sex and the City tries to get even the slightest acknowledgement for all the effort she’s put
into cultivating the perfect body by commissioning some nude photos of herself. Across the board,
everyone involved in the process acts nonplussed about seeing her in the buff, eventually prompting
Samantha to gripe to her friends, “Who knows? These are men, you could lay your pussy on a table
right in front of one and still not know what he’s thinking.” That’s kind of how one feels about the
literary world. Mainly because it doesn’t know what it’s thinking unless it’s told by enough “legitimate”
sources what to feel.
That’s okay though. I know The Opiate is special. I don’t need someone to tell me. But, then again,
to be told now and again would provide an admittedly renewed sense of encouragement for the
effort it takes. To propel me forward when the last thing I want to do is plunk down another mound
to print it. A mound that has perhaps been in part what’s taken me away from New York for a while.
That, and, going back to Sex and the City, the fact that NYC has of late fallen prey to the celebrity
politics trap as Cynthia Nixon campaigns for the position of governor. Please, god, please. Don’t let
it happen. There really ought to be a rule against anyone who has ever acted or musically performed
being permitted entry into politics. It’s simply too much hooey.
Yet I can never categorically say I’m “done” with New York. No one is ever really done with it. It
enters what’s left of your soul and invades you on a permanent basis. And no matter how much it
mutates into a playground for little assholes with trust funds, somewhere, beneath it all, the city will
always possess a luster—a twinkle in its eye of knowing that it has you by the heart and the ovaries
and that it can pull you back whenever the whim strikes it.
For now, however, The Opiate has gone global, so to speak, as New York has yet to summon me
back for a concrete purpose. I learned the hard way that to exist in the city as a layabout takes a level
of gumption that can only be backed by inexhaustible funds.
As for the opening quote to this edition, I felt Italo Calvino’s self-assessment of his own writing to be
something that each of us as writers should try to take stock of every now and again. I know that I
am likely a hedgehog, constantly revisiting a subject that pertains to love doomed to turn diseased
and fetid.
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Moons, Part I
Zeke Greenwald

FICTION
Part 1

“The moon has set, and the Pleiades...” -Sappho

S

he made the blue moonish lamp sink as she
hit the switch of the spur-flaring sprocket; so she did
with the many-headed Pleiades of her other lamp. Then
she laid down alone on her unsupported mattress, without box spring, without bed frame, on the floor.
Her windowless room in the interior of the
apartment was now dark. She could hear one of her
roommates going into the kitchen past her door with
heavy footfalls; and if any light from the opening refrigerator got underneath her door, it only obscurely lit the
few pages of audition scripts splayed on the floor by her
bed.
The room was still new to her, but her shelves
were already full. Perhaps for that reason, or perhaps
because of being stripped of all standing acquaintances
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when she moved to Brooklyn, she kept those Courier-fonted hopes she had close, even if they had to be in
a frustrated-seeming pile on the base level of her life’s
current location.
She had moved in a tank top and cutoff shorts,
with a duffle bag and three boxes; the rest of what her
room was to entail, she and her parents went shopping
for later. Namely, her mattress and her two lamps.
It distressed her progenitors while moving her
in that their unkempt daughter had abandoned college
for a makeshift room, as squalid a four walls as most
have seen. They harped a great deal on how dark her
room was during the daytime, seeing her eyes were
grayscale rounds, but, like the apples of her cheeks,
polished as well; her angular face, slightly pointed chin
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and black Irish hair were dimmed
again and again each time she looked
back at them from different parts of
her lair (plugging in the new lamps,
folding her underwear not into a
drawer, but onto a shelf, as it were, to
hang out in plain sight or drawing her
sheets over the new mattress), as if
they were witnessing their corporeal
daughter fade into a disinterested
voice on the phone, who might
call them henceforth, or into the
misspelled words in a text message
asking for money.
“How did you even find this
place?” asked her squinting father.
“Through Lester,” she said.
“Miranda, who is Lester?!”
her mother cried, hysterical over how
unsteady and unsafe her daughter’s
life was sure to be.
“He’s Arthur’s friend,”
Miranda said.
Both of her parents, all the
sudden, were even unaware of who
Arthur was. They met him, however,
last winter break, when he stayed at
their house for over a month, instead
of returning to his native Los Angeles.
Through several semesters
of parties at her housing cooperative
at Marvell College, Miranda became
familiar with Arthur, first seeing
him with his nose and forehead
backlit, hovering over his laptop,
managing the songs that played
from it, occasionally nudging three
or four knobs on the much vaster
soundboard. Arthur remained the
popular DJ at these hebdomadaire
parties, despite the fact that he
enforced songs by the scandalous
rapper, Dinostrophe, over the partial
orgy. In the secular and thoughtprovoking hours of their college
careers, many of the coeducational
maenads disdained the lyrics’ blunt
betrayal of their mysteries’ filth, but
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then...

Arthur’s knobs must have
been in some lowered state because
he rolled them between his fingertips
to pique the tunes to a more normal
rage. Miranda condescended to
recognize by turns the population of
the party (after all of her humiliation
at their hands, she learned to make
her shame seem proud). Tall Rebecca
who played Helena to Miranda’s
Hermia, but their emulation hadn’t
ended there; freckled Melony who
stepped too widely during movement
class; Michael with the Soviet-lidded
darkly set eyes who betrayed her even
in Trigorin’s costume; Lindsey who
reacted too broadly to the news and
demanded demonstrations and vigils
from their acting troupe; and she knew
to hate as many others’ acquaintance
as there were actors dancing and
churning their festive moistness back
into the dim climate of the party
room. As a pregnant woman might
relish salted lemons with wasabi
peas, alone Miranda began to crave
unusual things; but the void of all
these stillborn friendships gestated a
nausea inside of her instead.
“I ain’t a piece of shit.
I’ll eat your booty.
Don’t care the last time you shit.
“I’m not what I eat because I eat with
generosity:
so I am how I eat.”
Thus spoke Dinostrophe,
known for his irregular flow. The words
might as well have been nonsense to
the dancers; Miranda among them
only saw cringe the whining face of
the more sober “safe space” manager.
Arthur pulled back the blue hood of
his sweatshirt, its sweat-loosened edge
tracing from temple to temple, and

he leaned into one of the earpieces of
a set of headphones; the light of the
laptop retraced the side of his face
with a paler blue. The half of the
stereophonics he heard indicated that
one of the knobs needed lowering.
Her tattered sympathies for
actor and academic student alike
were roused; thus Miranda forded
a little bit her lusting coevals and
began to sway. Just as soon, however,
as Arthur pinched back up again his
dials, Miranda danced alone, as if
she had swollen feet and a bloated
tummy. Circumscribed by so much
rebounding, cataclysmic sex, her
frayed connection to it failed, and she
slipped forward from the crowd.
A weariness pregnant with
disgust as tumid as her toes, as inflated
as her gut intensified as she overheard
by the left-hand speaker an evidently
very open couple discussing anilingus
in stereo.
Before her, boys in headbands
and torn shirts, girls wearing bras in a
fragmentary way, thrust as they might
to the bass and drum machine, which
Arthur ultimately controlled, under
a crooked chandelier, some filled in
sockets, many extensive gaps.
Miranda was now below
where Arthur’s laptop was perched,
and while she thought about the
delight of rubbing a penis in the
hermetics of its jeans, her reddening
while flushing her reddened partner,
he must have turned two knobs in
opposite directions, for Miranda
knew then, too, that she had to leave.
Before, that would have
meant leave the party. But once an
agent had agreed to work with her,
then it meant her departure from
Marvell College. But not only did
she need to evacuate this situation,
she also needed to have something;
something more to take its place.

Her sophomore production
had nursed her polygon hate from its
young nothingness, the uncollected
ovals which represented the accidents
of her chance conservatory mates.
Before this, only chance had made
Rebecca her rival, auditioning for
the same roles; before this, Melony’s
stomping and wide posture hadn’t

ecstasy of her craft yielded her a
silent laugh in the wing of the stage,
which was echoed back in a woman’s
voice from down a backstage hall,
past a mahogany desk’s grooved
sheen, and some demolished sets,
past the brass sputnik of a samovar.
Miranda admired the vista, marveled
at Michael, still dressed as Trigorin,

sudden to have an ironic chat with
Miranda. Her freckles were absorbed
in an unignorable flush.
“Don’t you think Michael is
doing a fabulous job?” Melony asked.
“A fabulous job,” said
Miranda, trying to gain a vantage of
the adjoining hall.
“He really makes Trigorin

mattered; Michael but spied and
pouted for his eyes were ponderous;
Lindsey was a teacher, an advocate
for the undermined people.
Not until this ensemble
performed The Seagull did Miranda
experience how rehearsals contrived
such a rousing platform for the
exploitation of her budding lumens,
or whatever stuff makes a starlet.
Miranda played Nina, and
she was rehearsing with Kostya her
final scene. Miranda thought the
part of the speech about acting so
well once her baby died solicited
such poignant acting from her.
So a radiance followed once she
dismounted the wretched character
from her plumpish face, and the

stamping down some canvas painted
light blue, falling from its crooked
frame. And that he pursued that
woman laughing, who fled to be
caught, he stamped down again the
fluttering edge, peeled from the loose
scaffold of their romance’s sky blue
backdrop.
Lapsing forward a humiliated
step into the hall, she donned again
her wretched character who had
lost the thing she fostered. Miranda
would have had herself catch them
in the act, so impetuous was the draw
of love’s imploding star, and that dark
space, perhaps, turned her will to
implicate its void with lovers’ drama’s
landfill, had not Melony ventured
around the corner, meaning all the

real, don’t you think? Especially
when he talks about not having had
time for lovers, he was so poor!”
But over Melony’s spotted
shoulder, nude except the strap of her
bra, Rebecca with newly arched and
tangled hair, took a knotted step out
of the room she was in, soon followed
by Michael, and the machismo of his
suspenders falling off one shoulder.
Melony, as if playing
Michael’s
counter-espionage,
defended Miranda against any
forward step.
“Let this be embarrassment
enough,” Melony said lowly into the
side of Miranda’s face.
Amazed, Miranda just stared
as Michael and Rebecca dashed out

“...she would rather be a
remorseful not-worker than
disgrace her hours with a
service job.”
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the stage door, reached back hand to
reached out hand; their faces cringing
at Miranda, they smiled so much.
Later Lindsey even justified
the whole ordeal; she shrugged
her hollow shoulders and said,
“Apparently, you were a withholding
lover.”
Miranda’s
performance,
however, was to be admired. So the
following year Lindsey asked her
to take the chief speech in the play
she wrote, which was comprised of
several extended monologues from
the point of view of women having
experienced a miscarriage.
But Miranda found delivering
an entire play’s worth of speech all at
once more taxing than her other acting
work, and she was more clumsy in it.
In one of their friendship’s frustrated
interviews, Miranda expressed her
skill’s limitation to Arthur, who told
her he’d show her a few monologuing
comedians, the study of whom
might render her delivery just that
much more natural; and somehow
fluff again drama’s most ancient
technique, as if the papyrus strands
withering from it were plumpable
feathers.
Arthur was a sophomore
when junior Miranda stopped into his
fluorescent tubed and gray-carpeted
dorm room. The hooded boy sat
at the particle board of his woodprinted desk, reading an interview
with Dinostrophe.
“I recently sat down with
Farid Smith at Mercator in SoHo,”
the article read. “But let me ask you,”
the interviewer said, “where did you
get that cretaceous cognomen of
yours, Farid?
“FS: I named myself that
because there’s some ancient ass shit
in what I say.”
The magazine’s dialogue
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inspired the boy, as personal details of
a personal hero might, but he had a
much more exciting story to tell. The
enthusiasm active in Arthur’s anemic
face bewildered Miranda, and made
her gaze at his hair’s depthless black
as if that clump of wavy emptiness
was the reserve energy needed for
his ironless yet ecstatic devotion,
as he recounted with female glee,
Dinostrophe’s appearance at the
bar where his partner (in a partially
preserved way) served drinks
sometimes.
Somehow more eager still,
nineteen-year-old Arthur endeavored
to expertly put into context the
curated samples of his most excellent
pop culture sense (more proud of this
than even his grades) in beginning to
instruct Miranda in standup comedy.
Arthur emphasized his homosexual
admiration for one joker’s oration,
especially (for what are comedians?
Certainly not philosophers, but
orators expounding upon their own
ignorance).
Listening, Miranda paid
especial attention to the fat bald
man’s pacing and breath. “You know,
the other day,” the comedian said, “I
heard a gay guy call his boyfriend’s
asshole a pussy.” (the audience laughs)
“I mean, come on, isn’t that pathetic?
Isn’t that a little like when a vegetarian
calls a piece of chewy tofu...meat?”
(more laughter) “I’m just saying, don’t
have illusions about it.”
Arthur
grinned
in
anticipation of the coup de grâce.
“With that said, I’m a virgin, yeah,
really, because me and my girlfriend
only do anal. We rip up that old
veggie burger.”
Arthur
threw
himself
laughing on the bed, while Miranda
remained seated, still rapt in her
more austere study.

Then it was due to her
inspired oration-giving (“And oh! the
flow of blood dripping from my loins
was as heavy as Niagara Falls!”) that
an agent reached out to Miranda. So
after her sixth semester of college, she
dropped out to develop her career in
New York City. Twenty-one and a
year short of graduation, so devoid of
peers while apartment hunting, she
reached out to Lester, Arthur’s sexual
partner (sometimes), and lessee of a
converted space in Bushwick (Morgan
on the L train,) where Miranda could
live, in a newly constructed interior
room without windows.
CHAPTER 2
And if cohabitating, in its
way, constitutes a family, then like
her family, her roommates were at
a distance. There was Lester, who
spent his time away from work in
his studio, pasting together a leafy
collage, or painting “highly personal”
artifacts in facile depictions; he spent
his time away from that going to
gallery openings, accumulating his
usual companions from their crowds,
and would then sit in a bar until late.
There was another girl named Deb
who wrote for a magazine called
VICE, but might have been said to
have an Old Testament fixation, if the
Torah hadn’t only governed pimples
and menstruation, but also tampon
storage, scraps of onion skin on a
cutting board and dishes in the sink.
On move-in day, Deb and Miranda
met as Lester was heading out and
Deb prepared noodles for herself at
the stove.
Estranged from those she
lived with, she spoke to almost no
one in her first week in New York.
She became more peculiar. In her
unemployment, she routed and rerouted her way to the three auditions

she had the following week; and with
this obstruction of coming activity,
she found herself too giddy to settle into any more serious work. She
found her anxiety to be similar in
state with some strangely obstinate
sexual arousal, which kept her rigid
and tingling by being so abundantly
full of it; it made her fidget constantly; yet as if she lacked all independent strength of her own, she walked
about as a blowup doll, strengthless,
yet standing on her own tension.
Miranda tried to discharge
herself of her self-toiling enervation
in several outlets, but none so frequent
as the that of her handheld buzzer
under the contorted necks constellating a lamp above her, shining onto
and glaring the pornography on the
adjacent computer screen. More often than not she finished, dissatisfied
as if her accomplished orgasm wasn’t
orgasm enough. As if there must have
been some larger discharge, some
grander oblivion of pleasure to purge
her bloated neural bowels.
Sometimes, once her vulva
was too bothered to bother with, or
she desired a more simple relaxation,
she would walk beneath the aboveground train to hear the clicking
wheels, looking to the derelict weeds
growing into a chain link fence, surrounding an empty field, for an example of vegetation in her day to day.
She’d sympathize occasionally with a peculiar growth, striping
up the denim blue height of an unfinished mural.
Or her resolve might be to
study her lines and she’d walk up the
cracked cement and rusted flight of
caved-in steps on Bogart Street, into
the cafe, to sit there, but she’d caffeinate her already bouncing and hurried
state, and leave soon after. The coffee

and the rust leading up to it were the
same color. Out of want of activity,
more frequently, she ate; pizza at a
communal table where she alone sat;
vegan Ethiopian; a taco from a truck;
somehow she could spend sixty dollars before six p.m. Having tended
so uselessly the flock of her time, she
even arrived at the thought of obtaining a job, perhaps serving the coffees
she ordered, but almost never drank.
Nay, she would rather be a remorseful
not-worker than disgrace her hours
with a service job. That or her agent
would call her to add another grape
audition to the cluster, bubbling her
tubed insides; then she knew soon
enough, acting would be her service
and her job.
Soon enough her three auditions became seven. First Miranda
read for the part of Joan La Pucelle
in Henry VI, denying her birth by a
shepherd father, insisting upon her
virginity. Then she went for the role
of “concerned-looking pregnant
teen” in an MTA advertisement: the
copy would read, “How’m I gonna
take care of my baby?” Next was a
part in a play set during the Great
Depression, where she would have to
give herself an abortion on stage, and
then get into a fight with the landlord
about how to throw the fetus away; in
the audition for the role of a babysitter on a doll commercial, she slipped
forward and collapsed; in an audition
for a sitcom, Miranda had to ask her
would-be younger brother why he
was caught mooning somebody at
school (turns out the young boy was
being bullied). Miranda delivered
these lines somewhat humorously, “If
my body is my identity, like Whitman
says, maybe I lose all my self-knowledge once I can’t make myself orgasm
freely!” But the line was in a tragedy

about a tortured woman whose erogenous zones keep shifting after brain
surgery. Lastly, she auditioned for the
title role in The Impossible Bride of Cumfroth by Farid Smith. You see, the play
centered on the lovely shepherdess,
Chrissy Shepperpussy and her country swain, the virile shepherd, Cumfroth; they lived in an idyllic town in
Sicily and the conflict arises when
Chrissy refuses to marry Cumfroth
until he agrees to have a hyphenated
last name. It was already on the shortlist for the Pulitzer based on its synopsis and authorship. And Mr. Smith
surely had the knack to write for the
shepherds interchanges in a lowly
vernacular.
“Bitch,” read the dispassionate auditioner, “love me simply! Marry me with the usual concessions of a
woman to her man, and I’ll fuck you
singly.”
Now Miranda read, “Don’t
you understand? I can’t simply be
a Cumfroth, but I always must remember my family. So I’ll not marry
you until I might be Chrissy Cumfroth-Shepperpussy!” And the play
only got more lewd.
During the day, she would
text her parents to tell them how each
audition had gone; so dizzily unleashed she was into her unoccupied
hours, she mistook the abundance of
her endorphins for a ticklish pool of
others’ interest.
One night, droopingly emblazoned with a badge of proud fatigue, she forgot herself in this way
again, and vented her happy woes of
occupation to Lester as he ate slices
of cheese standing up at the brown
kitchen counter. Miranda boasted
about how the day was to have only
two auditions, but the one producer
called her back three times to read
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different sections of their play as
Chrissy Shepperpussy. It was the only
role she didn’t want, almost too vile to
be serious, too sexual to start her career. She rocked back and forth a jar
of marinara sauce; it had been left on
the counter since the last time somebody made pasta.
Lester, so unaccustomed to
hearing Miranda kvetch, got confused, so he forgot not to invite her
to his evening’s event, a party off the
L stop at Lorimer Street. Cheese had
been his only dinner; she didn’t eat;
they left.
A certain memoir by Neil
Strauss had become very popular
during the decade since it had been
released; and it was passed down
among college boys to be mined for
its techniques; so boys highly practiced in their misconstruing of it,
widely tried to approach women in
the manner of the pickup artists depicted therein. I don’t know if womankind was so aware of that book,
but certainly they caught on to its
frequent use. But shortly after the
height of its popularity, the manly attitude warped, started wearing penny
loafers and began conversations with
women about all the tears that certain
thoughtful cartoons and TV shows
made them shed. Now less men had
honed their own captivating machismo; perhaps, too, it was because
women were honing theirs. So it was
a little surprising that Miranda’s first
interaction at the party started when
a dweebish type in strandy-beige desert boots told her she looked like a sex
freak, still trying to successfully open
a conversation after so many years.
Miranda told him that she
was royal by birth, a duchess, and
she scorned any base boy such as him
who had to work for a living; more-
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over, she was still a virgin. And then
she walked away.
Influenced by her days of
welcoming strangers eliciting from
her untested speech from an unproduced page, her enthused attempts to
impress new people with her dormant
conversation’s inane kindling had the
texture itself like so many more auditions.
Next to the tall window overlooking the street, she talked with a
keen boy about teen pregnancy. Under the light where the kitchen tap
was, she got into a pretend fight with
a girl pretending to be her landlord.
Miranda realized how much
younger than everyone else she was
when she began to have a chat with
Arnoux, a black man whose trousers
seemed tiny. They stood away from
the window, close to the open bathroom door, lit by the gaseous blue of
the kitchen CFL, where a little bit of
flatus floated in the gas.
She explained how she had
been her college’s rebel, Marxistly
dropping out an entire year early to
live among the common people, a
spy of her own dim squalor. Thus she
knew what being twenty-one years
old sounded like because Arnoux in
reply just described his job.
He ran the Instagram account that revived a doll brand, effectively defunct since 2002; and
with his days pictured the egg-shaped
creatures with beaks, dressed in costumes, perhaps like shepherds with
their rods and with their sheep, on
a construction paper meadow under
the short ledge of a crumpled tissue
paper cliff. In fact, a Japanese firm
which made dolls with moistenable
silicone orifices approached him personally to help them introduce their
brand into America.

At length, he took Miranda’s
number. She asked, “For a date?” He
said, “For a date.”
Somebody mooned the cool
window after Miranda feebly dared
him to. On the steps to the roof, going
to smoke cigarettes, she joked with
another chubby girl that she had to
take the steps slow because running
up steps made her pant, winded by
nicely jostling her erogenous zones.
The rooftop where they
stood was close enough to Manhattan
to have all the stars over-grayed in the
backwash of its illumination. A morose cloud covered the moon. Only
the ignited orange at the tips of a
few cigarettes glowed like the ends of
certain cables lit while they restored a
laptop’s battery, having been plugged
into it.
With a wide pivot of her
hips, and a resounding bootfall
against the black strips lining the roof,
a girl walked away from her friend.
A guarded cell phone light glowed
again against this friend’s forehead
and nose. Miranda asked her for a
cigarette. In a closed off way, she
opened the flip of her cigarette box;
she responded moreover that her
name was Claudia. Her lighter was
imprisoned in the impenetrable dungeon of an overly tight pocket. She
almost yanked out its lining to hand
Miranda the spur-switched igniter.
However, a cheat started
their belied friendship, when Miranda quoted one of Demetrius’ lines
from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and
Claudia took her shorter companion
to be a woman of words, and not a
mummer constrained to memorize
books. Neither had realized that they
auditioned for the same boy that
night.
Downstairs, there was no

one to say goodbye to; it was late.
Lester had surely gone elsewhere
get home later; all that was left was
a row of beer bottles shined through
by the bluish kitchen light by which
she had met Arnoux. Then Miranda
went away; having put forth so much
personality across the whole evening,
she escorted her emptiness, unreplenished with thanks, to the train;
and the sadness made her regret her
proudly dispensed entertainment.
She discounted the possible friends
she had met. She didn’t want them
anymore; how much more reward
were their phone numbers for her exertions when they would be used to
make plans for further exertions?
“So sorrow’s heaviness doth heavier grow
for debt that bankrupt sleep doth owe.”
CHAPTER 3
She had completed her auditions. So in the idleness of the days
that followed, Miranda became aware
of the small quantities in which she
had been defecating.
From time to time, her inert
gut would discharge some of her feces’ pods at once, and at once their
paltry avoirdupois. Sometimes she’d
shit in fragments over an entire day,
so each mounding piece got its own
display. Either way, only a fraction of
the opus rolled tightly into scrolls inside of her.
She found that her constipation added a new sort of tingliness
to her backside; she found that she
was aroused more often still with this
burdensome fullness inside her, despite the added rigor of her less fruitful eliminations. She read up on the
Skene’s glands; and almost only for
the nausea she promptly contended
with every morning, and the disgust

in obstructing (and possibly poking
or nudging further up) the already
blocked matter, she did not try to
bugger herself. In addition, her appetite altered, and her belly in the mirror lunged forward, as if beginning to
show.
No matter where she would
be, by Columbus Circle, avoiding
bikers walking between the trees into
Central Park; in the Lower East Side
trying to look cute eating a Chinese
pastry; or at the Silent Barn seeing
if indie music made it easy to meet
people, an enteric urgency sent her
often several times in a row to bear
down and bloom open her rectum to
no avail on the toilet; just as, tired of
pregnancy, a mother, eager for her
baby, trying to induce her own labor
too early.
She went on her first date
with Arnoux. She texted Claudia to
hang as her contracting sphincter
rounded out the end of a purplish
fecal bead, roughly three centimeters
long.
It was the fall, and the semester had started, so often Miranda
would meet Claudia at the college
where she taught on the Upper East
Side. Depending on the day, Claudia would exit from the tallest of the
college’s towers wearing a long denim frock, buttoned down the front
with orange-brown buttons, a leather necklace looped under the collar,
sporting a secularized Ganesh; or
she’d be in Breton stripes and an ankle skirt, holding a tote bag printed
all over with the WNYC logo, full of
pages double spaced in Times New
Roman font.
Miranda, in those days, favored her dotted see-through shirt,
and the color of the edges of an aged
and chipping paperback. She could

go braless on cooler days, wearing a
crewneck sweatshirt which concealed
her breasts, so rotundly did it hang.
Either way, it was always above a pair
of cerulean jeans, tight at the belly,
billowy at the knees.
Claudia’s tote would scrape a
house’s brick when they stepped aside
for a pram and the nanny who pushed
it. Doormen would greet old women
who walked with their thickening
arms pulled back under the shoulder
pads of their sport coats, pearls on
their necks between their tan lapels,
and widows, snapped in half, almost
walking on all fours, who wore their
fur like the animals did, even on hot
days. Chrysanthemums were crowded with gourds on the doorways,
which they would walk past to the
park, or they’d sit in a nearby cafe.
Once in this gap which constituted
the time between Claudia’s classes,
they went to the Breuer Museum,
which featured incomplete or otherwise fractured works by a spectrum of
masters.
When they would get a drink,
Miranda preferred to be seen as a
black Irish setter among the birchen
beauties walking the Lower East Side,
or so Claudia called them, maybe referencing a poem. The Lower East
Side, where storefronts were painted
black, where punk haircuts and overalls were matched to walk among
Francophone models.
Claudia preferred the bars
closer to her home on Franklin Avenue, Crown Heights (notable only for
its local murders), so she could just be
an auburn leaf on a much more casual sort of tree.
But it was Miranda who usually did all the traveling to the locations of their friendship, so they’d
both wear dresses, and go where she
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picked for once.
For these occasions, Claudia
had a certain black dress during this
short time, tight bodiced, sleek hip, yet
her bondmen shoulders only peeped
freedom, encaged behind their guipure like a beauty behind an Islamic
screen. Miranda favored a very triangular dress with short shoulder straps,
no gloss, and a lot of sway. The tips
of both their clavicles jutted out in a
similar way, but Miranda had by far
the coarser and more animated arms;
Claudia remained evenly emaciated to her somewhat gravel-crunchy
wrists.
It was peculiar, the emulous
way Claudia and Miranda began to
get talking about themselves, almost
in the manner of two rival shepherds
in an old bucolic poem.
From the rock on which they
would sit sometimes in Central Park,
some of Claudia’s derelict hairs would
intermingle in Miranda’s perspective
with a chain link fence, patterned in
geometric shapes surrounding a tawny-grained baseball diamond where
nobody played. Claudia was looking
down a footbridge level to her, the
street lamp’s unilluminated glass at
the bridge’s end was as white as its
banisters, which is to say beige.
Claudia: Once I got my Masters, I taught English in a prison; they
paid me in stick ‘n’ poke tattoos.
Miranda: Right now I’m obscure, but I used to be a starlet, in the
dim college way. But I came to New
York to be more radiant on a better lit
stage.
Claudia: I’m covered in tattoos! A cartoony dandelion, a decent
chrysanthemum because my skin’s
normal tint can be honeyish anyway,
but every other flower those locked
up men drew turn to nettles when all
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the hairs I have that are too fine to
shave, bristle.
Miranda: I would like to get
more lamps, only real stars get overhead lighting. Oh, but really, I’d just
like to get my mattress off the floor.
Claudia: My mattress is off
the floor, I have both box spring and
bed frame, so now bugs do commerce
freely on the floor underneath like a
shanty town under a bridge for the
sex offenders that I taught.
Miranda: My career is like
my mattress, fine for right now without a box spring.
Claudia: My career is like
you getting into your bed because I’m
the adjunct lecturer for the bugs who
sleep there.
Miranda: I know no evils
worse than my peers, but Arnoux
doesn’t know Rebecca; he could never suborn Melony.
Claudia: O Muse! Won’t you
waylay Miranda for a while? She
could write a song and sing it in time
to measure your dance.
In poetry Claudia was the
winner; perhaps in comedy Miranda
did decently; nevertheless, Miranda deemed herself defeated, sensing
from this new sport, a new ignorance
inside her, the apprehension of which
made her newfound emptiness rattle,
with its awareness’ whirling presence,
resounding where it ricocheted. How
much more needed filling?!
Nothing would have so embarrassed Miranda else, but had each
plunging urge, each trick peristalsis
made her hasten to the closest restroom; instead, she endured her colic where she sat, tending to her friend
with pain-distanced attention, and
broke a sweat. Yet she always grieved
her bravery later, suspecting that it
had only been then when she could

have ditched the filling in its third trimester.
When she was mirthless,
withdrawn into her intestines, often the topic of discussion would
be about books, the topic Claudia
frequently marshaled them toward.
Even if their banter involved either’s
first time watching pornography, it
would be ascertained that both had
already known about perverse things
like anal beads, mostly because of
Chuck Palahniuk novels. That was all
Claudia would need to begin girding
Miranda around with a penitentiary
of serious literature.
Miranda had read some for
acting, and some for curiosity, the rest
by academic constraint; but generally
she was encumbered from responding
to Claudia’s critical analysis. What
could wretched Miranda get out,
recoiled somewhat into her guts, if
Claudia would say that a reader can
hear such and such an author choke
on the patriarchy’s cock every time a
young girl is shy, or a smile is bright,
or a man is tall with broad shoulders,
or a rose is doomed, and a thorn is
blood-drawing, in their work. Claudia was particularly bitter having had
to teach a certain book about a former slave for the last few years. She
had a scathing oration on the horrific
style of the dead baby character’s first
person monologue.
According to Claudia, this
male author was a misogynistic fuck.
Too short and rather unsatisfyingly,
Miranda returned, “But doesn’t that
one a good portrait make of the patriarchy?”
The incomplete, rather truncated expressions she could make
from the totality of literature she did
ever intake over time could be explained by saying that all those books

had been desiccated and turned
to slowly crumbling rock since the
ancient date of their digestion; and
now like the scrolls inside the library
of Herculaneum, the knowledge
could only in part be legibly unrolled,
without cracking the charred
document.
Miranda’s most complete
effusions began either when an easy
transition into Sappho presented,
and she quoted from a fragment,
“‘Beat your breasts, maidens...’ Oh,
so good!” Or when she self-identified
as Franny and said she strove to
write like Salinger did, at least in
her journaling. Claudia agreed that
Salinger was alright except in his
theological fiction, and thus cut short
Miranda’s literary unloading.
Competing in this way,
Claudia surmounted constantly
her friend in her few triumphing
moments. Then it was no wonder, in
comparing their arms, their hips, their
intelligence, what with her fear of
betrayal, Miranda had already been
trapped. Devoid of other friendships,
she would be jailed to leave this one
intact, alone to abandon it. Their
interviews became characterized by
an undercurrent of estrangement and
a vein of fear. What concessions are
made in the qualities of those we’ll
assume as intimates, when having
forsaken a former, more comfortable
post, we refuse to feel at home in our
abandonment, and use friendships
where loneliness would be better,
newly placed in a home that is no
home.
Her agent told her that
all the auditions turned out to be
“no’s.” With the sudden stillbirth of
her career, she regretted not having
finished college, and having walked
out so hastily on her accustomed
friends. Now all her hopes and

pregnant designs unwombed in a
bloodshot flow when she imagined
herself in a baseball cap, working in
a cafe; and she cried. She swooned
onto her bed; she had sunk very low.
However, whether it was all
those long bumpy train rides of an
hour or more, or the habit of walking
on uneven places in the park, or even
some of the whiskey she had drunk
the night before, her fecal girth
dislodged over three sittings on that
rejected Wednesday morning. A drop
or two of rusty liquid confirmed for
her the final dispersion of the childsized refuse which she had hoped to
miscarry for so long, but only had to
wait for a new pain to replace these
pains. Albeit, postpartum, she missed
sometimes her fullness.
Increasingly now she saw
Arnoux, especially since her time
with Claudia had come effectively to
a close.
Miranda in turn had begun
to compete back, and volleyed the
sound knobs of her own conversation
topics, blasting back at Claudia’s
chat directly opposed to her own.
For as a secret often attempts its
own reveal, so too did Miranda’s
untested passion blaze its sexualized
route, and somewhat forcibly like the
occasionally troublesome student in
Claudia’s classroom.
Now all the sudden, a
comment about how Lolita’s child
certainly died with her in birth let
a newly invigorated Miranda recall
capably the instance of anilingus
in the same novel. Now eating
ass superseded the book-talk, like
in a prison where all the sudden
the inmates take control (such an
occurrence happened in a town not
far from Miranda’s birthplace, fortyfive years before).
For a while Claudia found

herself tolerating Miranda’s new
filthy direction, and tried to navigate
the unusual turf of her friend’s
curiosity with her own experiences.
Miranda said she had started to get
Arnoux to lick the tip of her anal
canal; Claudia confessed that she
had licked one boy’s butt, but was
unimpressed with the results, so she
never tried again.
At another time, when
Miranda confessed that anal play
had begun to fascinate some of
her personal hours even, Claudia
explained in what way she was
predisposed against it: as far as sex
was concerned, her ass was a single
blush star, but her pussy had many
brilliant points of pleasure, like a
sensitive cluster of stars, with so much
gravity as all of them could muster.
Just from a tourist’s perspective, why
visit her sometimes dry, sometimes
mucous, always flatulent moon, when
a constellation was so close by?
But the hilarity of this
fetish, hypothetical insofar as it did
not belong to her, gained too much
ground on her reality, being talked
over so much; then Claudia’s friend
repulsed her.
“Anal sex is like acting,
something I’ve tried to persuade
myself against pursuing,” Miranda
said. But instead of launching into
their old bucolic singing contest,
Claudia
examined
Miranda,
marveling at her as if she saw some
idiomatic part of her hanging out of
her body.
In her tales of the time
spent away from Miranda, Claudia
would mention, every now and
again, Courtney, a dancer, whom
she kept meaning for Miranda to
meet. Perhaps the date of their entire
friendship was going to be too brief,
but Miranda wanted very badly to
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meet Courtney. Not because she, as
an actress, thought she’d have an affinity with the other girl as a dancer,
but just so by meeting another person,
some profit might have been said to
have been drawn from the misaligned
hours spent with this girl, too askew
from herself to be her pal.
Her endeavors, however, to
addend other appointments to their
miscarried friendship, were frustrated, texts unresponded to, and Miranda dreamed about Courtney as the
curled, half-child of an interrupted
late-term pregnancy.
Like Holden Caulfield going
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joked it should be subtitled, “How
To Get Fucked by a Black Guy;” or
she’d see Lester leaning over a new
boyfriend, his hips in his hands, and
she would think, “They make it fit.”
Conveniently, Arnoux, his
love dilating in concert with the time
he gave it, became freer in his week.
So Miranda abandoned all hope of
another social outlet, beside him, satisfied to just see her boyfriend so often, and anyone else not at all.
Yet Arnoux preferred her as
she had been at first, when they would
go on very structured dates to an improv comedy show, or a special late

flush abated.
But now with a slacker gut,
she started to slacken her arteries too,
unbosoming all the cholesterol agonies of her heart: her dashed career,
the bereavement of her single, hateful friendship, and if her body was as
unbeautiful as she kept insisting and
insisting it was, the vacancy of her inward spirit still longed to be full. Arnoux liked none of this.
But they would sit on the
mattress in her prospectless room;
more evidently windowless now that
the seven headed lamp was permanently extinguished (it broke, as if the

“Only a girl going through
her first breakup would be so
humiliated, Claudia thought.”
through his phonebook, Miranda began contacting all the girls she knew
to be in New York, desperate to hasten some connection, something at
all. Whether she was from elementary school, or a girl a year or two older than her from college, but all their
stripped and denim weeds ran together, in the composite bar of all their
plans to get drinks.
On her way in and out of
her apartment, she would see Deb
with a work friend, brainstorming, as
fate would have it, the VICE “Guide
to Fucking While Thick;” those two
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night at a museum. Coming straight
from work, he’d still be in his checked
purple shirt, and grey narrow trousers. And unaware of her constipation, he admired Miranda for how
self-contained she was, for an actress
anyway. He loved to see her without
much to say, eating ice cream, together late at night, close to his place on
Avenue A. The delectation of each
bite was translated in her silence by
a deep inclining of her neck then a
swivel of her chin to the reverse tilt;
freckles brown and browner speckling
her chest re-revealed each time her

stars kept back their shining forms
around the moon, whenever it was
most full). Then as if to staunch the
épanchement of her inner life, which
he despised now, she would shepherd
their sex to alternative pastures.
His engorged sheep was all
the sudden anxiously rigid because of
what aroused it. Arnoux knew most
guys would have found ecstatic contentment in their lady’s fetishes, but
once he looked into the round unpucker of her butthole, and by the
glow of the moonshine lamp swore
he saw an unladylike blood vessel

striping the end of her intestines, he
began to let his distaste triumph.
While lying with their
shoulders overlapping, while even she
did a few kegels there and then, cares
speckled his mind as feces’ rust did the
moist air-exposed condom, discarded
on the floor next to her bed, the
sloughed fleck-squamous latex filling
the spot of the old audition scripts.
He regretted having ever been so
candid with her, especially the way
that he said like she was an actress,
he was an actor around all his white
colleagues, who assumed Arnoux was
just the office’s likable black man.
Because this was the role he played:
affable black man with good taste in
music and questionable taste in white
girls. But now, he doubted whether he
was always acting, could they not say,
and would it not be the truth, that,
of course, he had good taste in music
and, to be sure, questionable taste in
white girls? They were right, now, to
say so! What a questionable white
girl! Now, he’d lie next to her, spiteful,
at the juncture of the repulsive and
the sexual. And if she asked him what
was wrong, he considered his favorite
Dinostrophe lyrics for a response:
“All you girls that think astrology is witch
shit;
All you girls that mix up my vibes with my
heritage;
Listen! I’m sad because I’m sad bitch.”
Miranda, on the other hand,
would generally be in a thoughtlessly
intimate daze. As if her entire
tangled brain had been extricated,
and a plush doll-like oblivion was
fluffy in its place. She forgot how
she even got there in the first place,
about Lester, where she lived, how
her parents moved her in; she forgot
about Arthur, and their time driving
in an SUV around Calabasas one

spring break. It was the time when
he credited homosexuality’s growing
acceptance with the straight man’s
recent discovery of anal sex.
Every morning now, whether
stepping out with Arnoux or no,
the common space that her room
entered upon was greyly lit by the
scarcely blueing windows that were
curtainless. As it got later in the fall,
hardly any light progressed into the
apartment at all. Sometimes, first
thing after waking up, Deb would ask
Miranda if she had made pasta last
night, showing her the pot with three
noodles sticking to the bottom (it had
been sometime since anyone in the
apartment had cooked). Seemingly
her agent had stopped looking for her
for work. Miranda texted her parents
for money:
Miranda: Could I have some
good money?
Mom: What is good money?
Are you on drugs?
Miranda: No, it was a typo
for food money.”
Then a producer from The
Impossible Bride of Cumfroth called her
offering the job of playing Chrissy
Shepperpussy. Apparently her agent
was out of town.
“I don’t know,” said Miranda,
growing reluctant of their offer as she
remembered the scene in the play
where her rustic swain shares grapes
with her, sucking them off the stem,
and lipping them into her rectum.
“I’m going to let you talk to
the director. He really wants you for
the part, wanted you the whole time,”
said the female voice of the producer,
departing from the phone. Then
Farid Smith came on:
“Hey, is this Miranda?” Then
Farid told her about how she was so
sexual in her talent, so talented at
being natural, and how the role might

be important for her career. He used
a ship of state metaphor, and said
his couldn’t miscarry with so many
accolades already on the ocean floor!
The sustaining billow, attendant fans.
Did he have to remind her how hot
his last album got?
She loitered in her silence
then feebly agreed. She would be
on a high profile stage, but mooning
the audience, her butt for all to see.
That’s acting, she guessed, without a
college degree.
Then out of the blue,
Claudia texted her to hang. They
made plans to meet the next morning
before noon for a coffee and pastry
breakfast.
Her plan for that day, though,
was to do her laundry and get her
skinny jeans extra tight for her date
later with Arnoux that night. Apart
from that, she exchanged emails all
day appertaining to the play; her
agent could now be reached to discuss
their mutual pay; she highlighted the
script she printed for her lines in it;
now long yellow stripes demarcated
her parts in it. Before she left, she
put her phone with her keys and her
cards into her handbag because her
freshly laundered pockets were too
tight.
CHAPTER 4
The next morning on the
A train platform at West 4th Street,
coming from Arnoux’s place, she
remained in the same clothes; the
neck of her navy blue crew neck hung
down, a little stretched, and floppy
around its usually more puckered
edge. Moreover, it matched her navyringed eyes, orbed more widely now,
still startled by something that had
kept her awake all the while. Miranda
fidgeted with her cellphone, spinning
it in her hand and then putting it in
her pocket; the orifice had started
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to tightly admit entrance, casually
gaped by her black jeans’ use.
At Franklin Avenue, she
disembarked to walk to the agreed
upon cafe, closer to Eastern Parkway.
Older black men from the West Indies
blasted reggaetón from their parked
cars. Almost limping, so carefully
slow did Miranda walk past, and yet
also fearing to clench, or yet relax too
much her anus’ pose. She arrived late
to breakfast with her acquaintance. So
many times on her haul from the train
station, she told herself, “Just go! Just
go home.”
Distracted by her shock’s
thoughtless
removal,
Miranda
ignorantly participated in their
conversation. When Claudia’s cherry
cheese danish arrived next to her
coffee, Miranda became repulsed by
the purport of the goopy red circle of
sticky gore, stacked outside its cheesedin hole. In her nausea, Miranda let her
chin fall, and when asked what was
wrong, she wouldn’t begin, and made
as though she would depart, her coffee
all but untouched.
To
start
again
their
conversation on innocuous-seeming
ground, Claudia asked how it was
all going with Arnoux. Miranda
loitered in her silence and looked
amazed. “Did you see him last night?”
asked Claudia, testy from a lack
of any received response for quite
some time, growing impatient in the
interrogation. But there were almost
tears in Miranda’s eyes. Only a girl
going her first breakup would be so
humiliated, Claudia thought.
Gazed upon by Miranda’s
distraction, the cafe workers with
covered heads seemed ready to vomit
because of how much they had to drink
the night before with their friends; they
turned about and spewed coffee into
the ordered cups instead. She might
have been one of them, this morning,
but instead she was a working actress.
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Her agitation unrumpled a
little bit; Miranda whispered over
her flummoxed suppression (her fear
tamped down, pressed upon her desire
to leave) that she had won a part in
a play, but she hardly wanted to, or
could not say the title. Pale Miranda
with frazzled hair, gulped the pooling
moistness in her throat that she forgot
to swallow; and she frailly excused
herself. Her phone had been vibrating
against her thigh, and it might be
about her rehearsal schedule.
With two finger tongs, she
slowly birthed the clingy silicone
encasing her phone. But in getting it
out, her pocket had slipped forward
and prolapsed. Miranda swooned,
and Claudia crinkled at the symbols
she could not decode.
Claudia pulled some keys
which weren’t hers out of her pocket; it
reminded her that she had to volunteer
later at the community garden. She
was responsible for wardening so
much vegetation, preparing to harvest
the gourds and winter squash season.
Claudia’s mahogany hair overlaid the
wooden table. Outside, the sun shined
onto the gutter’s roughly dimpled
grate; and the leaves and the grate
and Claudia’s hair, and Claudia’s
buttons on her denim dress were all
the same shade. Some rusty older
black men in baggy pants, squinting
as they made conversation in front of
a deli eventually left. Batty boy reggae
played from a furious gray Honda; its
front windshield was tinted blue at its
edge; it drove away, and the music,
as if controlled then by a dial, not by
its growing distance, too, was twisted
away. At last Claudia asked, “What’s
wrong?” her eyelids raised in sympathy.
At last shown sympathy, Miranda felt
inclined to explain.
The fear that made her want
to rush from her friend and from the
cafe, abated somewhat, and Claudia’s
interest took its place.

CHAPTER 5
Immediately
thereafter,
Arnoux and Miranda quite mutually
stopped texting one another; neither
wanted to recount their ultimate
calamity. And, as if both of them
had only been a part of the other’s
audition and callback process in the
role of New York denizen, slowly
communication with Claudia fell off
too. Slowly, the horrific mask gaze from
Miranda’s persistently marveling face
vanished under her daily tasks; soon
she found herself waking, brushing
her teeth, walking to the train with a
stupid sort of forgetful bravery and
neglecting to imbue the rest of her
long event with her trauma. She hated
her courageousness, she wanted rather
not to forget.
Nevertheless, she had not
returned to having sex; both lamps in
her room were extinct; and acting for
a living made her too busy to go buy
any new ones (her career outshining
her other priorities made a sort of
light pollution in her room). So now
sitting in her star and moonless room,
only the orange tipped cable of her
computer charger shone when she
plugged it in. She might think of her
emulous time with Claudia; Claudia
remembered for her Rebecca.
She still dreaded excretion;
whether humiliation made her proud,
or embarrassment made her silent, it’s
difficult to say, but instead of visiting
a physician, she would willfully thrust
her rectum back up inside herself with
her fingers, each time it happened to
turn inside out and unscroll itself.
Arthur made plans to come
stay with her for Thanksgiving. He
would meet her in New York first,
and then they would take the train
to Buffalo to celebrate in her parents’
home. First she made the arrangement
with Arthur, and then called her
parents to tell them the news; first she
told them about their guest, then she

told them about her big success, as an
actress.
If it was too dreary in her
room after work, Miranda would sit
in the common room and, automatic
from exhaustion, regale Deb with
stories of her day to day nudity on
set. Deb quite forgetting herself, after
Miranda made a comparative list of
all the actors’ nipples, would start to
discuss her friends. They went to a few
parties together.
When Arthur was staying
with them, he always slept in Lester’s
bed and, as if conducting Miranda
to Lester all over again, he made her
gallivant with them, to the bars, the
galleries; and all of those were nothing
but the dead ends of nights poorly
spent and people they wished they
hadn’t met that kept them drowsily
reiterating their distaste until four a.m.
Each night they went to a tiki bar or to
a basement. Arthur told her she was a
flirt and a withholding lover because
she was still trying to preserve her
virginity, all the while still getting boys
all knotted up when they came after
her. Yet she never put out, or let slip
her phone number.
But like a friend, Arthur
conducted her again to her parents.
Again, they went to Penn Station
where Miranda less than a week
before had headed to greet Arthur
when he arrived, in between scenes at
the rehearsal space nearby. She wore
a black turtleneck and blue denim
overalls; she walked on the side of
all the glass walls on Eighth Avenue;
the sidewalk was building-shaded;
wind blew on her in every direction
at the intersections; her nose ran. Yet
her mood was the best she had been
disposed to since October, as if all the
ignorance of her friend of her past few
months utterly eviscerated the rolled
and tangled experience she had had,
and made her ignorant of it too.
A denim dress attracted her

stare, roused her lurid bereavement; a
beige tote bag with WNYC printed in
red; it was all clasped around a checked
purple shirt tucked into narrow gray
pants. He was black; she was brown.
Miranda’s month’s long resignation
got drunk down by a very thirsty sense
of betrayal that sucked her round the
corner after them; the dark gullet of
her cheated love guzzled like a black
hole that couldn’t be filled enough.
A wide gait and a dancer’s
triangular pelvis, an almost flat-footed
and clumsy stance after so many hours
constrained into each pose, interfered
with her pursuing progress. A broad
shoulder, a freckled cheek blocked the
vista of the street.
“Aren’t you friends with
Claudia?” she said, now the toe of her
Airware boot was on the other toe.
Miranda was astonished and agreed.
“I’m Courtney. I think we met at a
party a while ago.” She spoke, or was
imagined to speak, with a bit of a
Russian accent.
Miranda
finally
craned
her neck, efficiently, but could not
rediscover the couple that had
disappeared down Forty-Second
Street; her espionage was foiled.
Courtney couldn’t let her go, not yet,
and only stomped away after they had
made plans to see one another after
they had each returned from their
folks’ homes after the holiday. Miranda
knew immediately that she would not
honor those plans; her few friends had
been embarrassment enough.
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Susan
Jacob Harrell

I

t was a love birthed in the swirling amniotic
fluid of alcohol. Violent and crude. They had met under the dim lighting of inebriation. He had said some
garbled lines, their meanings lost under the driving
beats of club music, but he was cute enough, she had
reasoned. They left for his place, inflamed with passion,
and slept beneath the sheets, skin to skin.
Every night thereafter, the two were entangled
in a bittersweet struggle of love and hatred. Between
the yelling and the kissing, the cuddling and the fighting,
theirs was a bipolar relationship that knew nothing but
the extremes.
Her friends had all seen it. They had warned
her to get out. Pleaded with her on a daily basis. Deep
down, she knew that they were right, but, for reasons
beyond her control, she was cemented in the idea that
everything was as it should be.
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The chaos escalated to a feverish pitch, and
then one night, lost within a bottle of tequila, there was
an accident that no long morning in bed was capable of
repairing.
A single flight of stairs. A single hard push.
He knew that he had messed up from the moment the deed was done. Everything had been a blur up
until then. A clouded, fragmented memory. Even after,
his judgement was in question. The clarity of the morning revealed the true ugliness of the night before.
The prosecution came at him as hard as they
could. They sought second degree but settled for manslaughter. He spent two years in the state penitentiary.
It was a time for introspection, for remorse, for finding
God, but that is not what he chose to use it for.
When he got out, he returned to his personal
Lord and Savior, the neon lights of the corner bar. He

prayed at its altar every day.
It took him in and comforted
him. Wrapped him in its arms. Told
him sweet nothings. Nursed the fire
within his soul.
Nights became a whirlwind.
Days became stagnant and
long.
Each morning he awoke
in a stupor. Sometimes in his bed.

“...he returned to his
personal Lord and
Savior, the neon
lights of the corner
bar.”
Sometimes in the grass. Sometimes
buried in the gutter. The memories of
each night just a fragile ghost lost in a
fog. He struggled to remember what
had been done the night before.
A game of pool gone sour.
Broken bottles. Lustful women.
Once, and only once, he
awoke to find his clothes damp and
cold, on the dew-covered grass of his
front lawn, with his shirt and pants
stained red from another, stained red
with a memory forgotten.
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The Pokes in Slowdown
Kenneth Vanderbeek

T

he Pokes, Oliver and Deborah, were the
sort of postmodern, somewhat adjusted, somewhat
solvent middle-class couple who, if they’d ever evaluated these common aspects of their temperament and
means, would have discovered in each other the basis
of their heightened melancholy and decisiveness. Oliver, with his graying temples and frigatebird chest, was
starting to look his age, and his long-standing duties as
a life insurance broker had recently been hijacked by
a whippersnapper. Deborah, his wife, a reconstituted blonde, her facial landscape eroding in gullies and
furrows, was looking her age too, although, as her hormones had only finally stopped percolating at the end of
the last fiscal quarter, she’d managed to hold on to her
career a little longer (plus size bra model, appointments
only). The immediate consequence of their setbacks, of
course, was that the Pokes fell into a period of reflection
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and uncertainty. Oliver had logged thirty years at the
death casino, the last twenty longing for the merciful
end when he would be ready to do his own thing and go
out like a prince, the farewell bacchanalia splashed with
giant facsimiles of his likable likeness, his retirement gift
a Rolex inlaid on a gold staff. And Deborah had run
the gauntlet even longer, such that Oliver had forgotten
how she’d looked without a tan. Long ago, having early
calculated the unremitting expense, they’d forsaken having children, and, as neither was inclined to schmoozing or titles, had dismissed corporate America’s lure of
ascendancy and pretension; all they’d ever wanted was
the income stream. Still, they were bitter about their
dismissals. “We should sue the bastards!” said Oliver.
“With what,” said Deborah, “your yellow smile?” The
callousness of their sacking, its injustice verging on evil,
left them dizzy and aimless. Should they call an employment counselor, a staffing agency—a therapist? They

suspected that a timely flash of
recognition would frame the correct
course of action. When none presented,
they pulled the plug: from then on
they’d work for themselves. But before
they could proceed, the Pokes had to
set things right with the bums who’d
fired them. Deborah discharged her
fury with characteristic fervency, in her
anonymous letter enlightening her exboss of his zero vision, zero leadership
and zero understanding of humanity,
and congratulating him on giving new
meaning to the word lugnut. Oliver’s
missive was less belligerent but just
as giddy, its dismissal forming, in the
whole, an ecstatic ode to autonomy.
Deborah Poke’s first act of
recovery was to plant roses, which
she visited often to sniff; Oliver’s was
to gift the company’s monogrammed
shirts to his ex-boss via the U.S. Post
Office, and to parlay a fresh wardrobe
consisting of Hawaiian shirts and
comfort jeans, which he paid for with
his severance. Together they dispensed
with socks and nylons and lit candles.
At Deborah’s behest they
refurbished the living room as a
boutique, removing the wall hangings
and covering the holes with bracket
shelving which she filled with more
candles, how-to books, bonsai plants,
and Greek busts, and, extending the
makeover, positioned, one each at
the north window and the south, a
vintage school desk and hard chair
which she’d purchased at Goodwill. A
simple centerpiece table crowned the
new workspace; the original furniture
she bequeathed to the curb. Satisfied,
she had Oliver take an oath with
her that never again would work be
so pertinent that it could not begin
till after noon and end at cocktail
hour, and they turned in for a nap.
A few hours later, inspecting the first
triumph of their nouveau travail she
shivered, for they had created, if not

yet a new world order, its luminous
foundation. eBooks would herald
them, the media would rank them
among the year’s most influential,
graduate courses would delineate their
genius, great governments would rise
from their egalitarian precept and
naturally corporate America wouldn’t
touch it with a ten-foot chart. Deborah
approved of their renaissance so much
that she directed its assets to every
aspect of their lives, even to their
Midwest-speak, which she updated
with a tenor of continental éclat.
“Olee-vaah, oh Olee-vaah—.” “Yes,
Debo-raah?” he answered obligingly.
Naturally, as entrepreneurs,
their first order of business was to
catch up on all that business had
thwarted, to kindle a lifestyle that
the long workdays had rebuffed:
to actualize deferred dreams and
possibilities. Oliver opened his tenvolume history of the Civil War,
which had been given to him in his
youth, intent on reaching the spring
campaigns of 1861 before month’s
end, and his piccolo and winsome
tenor could be heard variously in
malodorous accompaniment with the
cardinals and mockingbirds. Deborah
purchased Accounting for Dummies and
set up electronic spreadsheets. At
Oliver’s suggestion they tried a novel
closeness, and for the first time in
years sat down together for dinner.
Each had a natural proclivity for
cooking; suddenly, in praise of their
reinvention they renewed this passion
side-by-side, and, as if compensating
for the lost time, concocted the wildly
evocative, inconsonant courses of their
wayward youth: here poached hare
over cranberry compote with Skittles,
there pepper-grilled sweet potato
ladled with rum, and for dessert sour
tarts which they arranged elegantly for
brandy dipping. So that they literally
got closer, for the first time in their

twenty-five year marriage they kept
to the same schedule, turning in, after
TV or Candyland, around midnight,
rising around ten, and settling at their
respective desks around oneish, to
work not a minute past four.
To engender tempo in his new
work, Oliver approached it tactically
via his reading, piccolo recitals and fala-las, and when he was desirous of a
break would ponder, in the refracted
light of the southern exposure, the
black-eyed Susans out back as if they
were the grove of verdant young oaks
he’d once strolled through at lunch
hour. Deborah read her Accounting for
Dummies and allocated equal time for
workspace management, and when
she, too, was in need of a break would
ponder metrics and P&L statements.
One gray morning, a tarpaulin
of cumuli inhibiting the sun as he
passed the workspace, Oliver noticed
that the push-button phone they’d
months ago relegated to the attic had
sometime between yesterday’s cocktails
and retirement been retrieved and
placed on the center table. He looked
at Deborah circumspectly. When she
looked back, her apron sailed as if
the premises were being liberated by
barbarians. “It is time, Olee-vaah!”
she said. “It is time to giveth back!” She
proceeded to inform him how in a
dream the other night she’d witnessed
them working all over again for The
Man, slaving their lives away from
dawn past dusk, sowing peanuts for
wages in trivialization of their assets,
and pinned interminably to their day
planners, quota sheets and prayers for
a raise.
Before Oliver could get a word
in, she was dragging him to the phone.
At the apex of his career,
Oliver had handled as many as
one hundred calls a day, canvassing
prospects and settling payouts, driven
by a desire to serve; for Deborah, the
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telephone had fueled a compulsion
to shine. In reverence, she’d placed
under the old Western Electric pushbutton 500-series with corded handset
the white linen tablecloth normally
reserved for special occasions.
She’d had to fold it thrice, but
no trouble; to the working decor, the
napery immediately endowed an aura
of legitimacy. A semblance of finality.
An hour passed: it was two o’
clock, but neither had yet transacted a
call. Oliver was staring out his window
at the mockingbirds and steadfast
oaks; Deborah was daydreaming,

eleventh ring someone answered. “Mr.
Smith, please,” said Deborah; “no, Jim
Smith. Well hello, Mr. Smith, this is the
Little Hands of America calling. We’re
reaching out to you today, Jimbo—
may I call you Jimbo?—because we’re
just so very intrigued by your very very
little hands in relation to your penis
which, it is widely known, is no bigger
than a very very little turtle. Thank
you for your time, Bimbo, and have a
nice day!” She had barely hung up and
Oliver was already gyrating. “Oh that
was good, Debo-raah!” he said. “That
was very very good!” Her phone hand

Yeah-yeah, Wessel, whatever. Hey
Rich, this is Suzi Melons. Remember
me? I’m that broad you harassed
because I was just too damned smart
for you. Well guess what, Numb Nuts,
I just retired. R-E-T-I-R-E-D. So tell
me, Brainless, how much longer you
in for? Ten? Twenty? Waa! Waa!” She
tossed the phone. “That’s how it’s
done, Olee-vaah,” she said.
A minute later the phone rang
(they hadn’t considered this). Deborah
deferred to Oliver, who couldn’t say no
to a lady’s inquiry about whether they
might not be able to spare some stuff

recalling, of their ardent respect for
the finer points of responsibility, how
she’d correctly disparaged her former
colleagues for spending the first hour
of every workday do-se-doing the
lazy loiter, gabbing about last night’s
reality show madness, and surfing
the porn sites, only finally activating
their phones around nine. The cuckoo
crowed fifteen past; she skated to the
center table.
Deborah listened fervidly
as the phone rang the company that
had fired her church friend Darla
on suspicion she’d been looking
for employment elsewhere. At the

tried to cover a snicker as the other
smoothed out the tablecloth where it
had bunched a bit at the taketh-ing
back.
It was Oliver who dialed
breathlessly next. “Good afternoon,
here’s hoping you’re having a lousy—
pardon me? Well I’m speechless—yes
we’ll talk—soon—thank you!” He
slammed down the phone.
“What the—?”
“Got ‘em good, didn’t I?”
“Stammering like a milksop?
You useless—!”
Deborah pushed him aside.
“Richard Weasel, please.

for the next charity drive. “Oh this
is fun!” he cupped the phone. “And
Debo-raah, chill—it’s a nonprofit.”
They were on a roll. It was
as if they’d discovered crude in the
backyard or invented the next internet
scheme. It was Deborah’s turn again.
She’d just dialed when abruptly she slid
over to Oliver and pressed the handset
to his ear. “Listen, it’s Big Bank,”
she said. “Tell them you’re a small
business; you need a loan.” Oliver
recalled that their niece worked at Big
Bank; he tried to recede. “Now you
get angry, Olee-vaah!” said Deborah.
“You get angry like it’s the stiff boot all

“Do any of them understand
that business can never, must
never, usurp the ways in which
time may be put to better use?”
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over again—like you’d like to send that
fist right through to the other end—
like murder is legal!” Murder? The word
made instant static of the nice lady’s
greeting; as it fell the handset bounced
and recoiled like a paddleball.
Deborah was still reeling over
Oliver’s persistent passivity when, at
3:58, they pushed in their chairs and
activated voicemail message number
two, the nighttime one that said,
“We’re unavailable right now...” not
the other, “Don’t call us, we’ll call
you,” but she softened a little when
Oliver introduced the cocktail hour
with a piccolo fanfare.
Bolstered by her civility he
pulled out the good brandy and
poured it in their best snifters. After
she’d downed her second he said,
“So you quarantined your makeup.”
“Quarantined who, what?” “Your
lipstick, eyeliner,—” “What the hell
kind of left field did that just come out
of, Olee-vaah?” “Just inquiring, Deboraah.” “Inquiring why, Olee-vaah?”
“Oh forget it then.” “No, Olee-vaah,
you’re the one who kicked the hornet’s
nest!” “O.K. then, Debo-raah, is it
because we’re not working anymore?”
“We’re not at work anymore, Oleevaah! Ooooooo!” She covered her face
all the way to the bathroom. Oliver
proceeded to pour himself another
and another and another...what would
be dinner in multiple courses, a king’s
dessert, and nightcaps...
The next day Oliver rose to
his old schedule, four-thirty, and put
on his Fiji blouse of protea, plumeria,
heliconia and anthurium set against
a palette of sea blue before going to
the kitchen. With Civil War volume
one under an arm, he made a beeline
outside to retrieve the paper. The new
day’s pink sky portended a fine Indian
summer day, the kind his former
workmates used to say warranted
setting up tent and conducting
business outside, and the light breeze

through the verdant oaks felt redolent
and assuring. When Deborah joined
him five and a half hours later, they
shook hands as usual, but in silence,
as she put on the coffee and started
eggs over easy. As they finished, Oliver
confessed that he’d not originally been
a proponent of her idea to remake the
living room, but that he’d come around
having decided that the change was
pragmatic, and if it made her happy
he was happy, and he ended with a
prayer for the day to be “eventful.” If
Deborah had a comeback she kept it
to herself. At oneish they switched the
voicemails.
Oliver was the first to the
phone. In the paper he’d read that
asbestos in the floors of the city’s old
housing was the cause of prevailing
headaches and shortness of breath,
and that the Housing Commission
had refused to allot funds for
corrective action. He got through to
an administrative assistant to whom
he promised he’d contact all the TV
stations unless her boss replaced the
poisoned floors before month’s end.
“Well get a load of you,”
said Deborah as Oliver hung up,
“you crucified them!” She just
had to acknowledge he’d made a
breakthrough, and clapped her hands.
“Never forget, Olee-vaah,” she said.
“They’re bums! All of them bums,
bums, bums! More coffee?”
That night Deborah snored
and tossed so much that Oliver
imagined banishing her to the
basement. Nightmares of paupers,
vagrants, down-and-outs—especially
of the greedy bums whose narcissism
erects barbed-wire walls against the
masses’ well-being and happiness—
grated on her restless mind like her
husband’s off-key tenor.
The next morning Oliver
rose before the sun to invite an old
friend to breakfast: an actuary at a
tobacco company that had just caught

the e-cigarette wave. As they were
seated, Oliver stared at his friend’s
inscrutable, unexceptional face and
the inscrutable, unexceptional faces
of the other men in white shirts. Who
among them is not miserable? Who
among them, especially those who
work sixty- and seventy-hour weeks,
who among them do not loathe the
long, vaporous hours: the futility?
Do any of them understand that
business can never, must never, usurp
the ways in which time may be put to
better use? Who among these poor
wretches, upon shutting off their cars
each morning in the company lots,
who among them don’t put their
souls in the glove compartment for
safekeeping until the merciful night?
Oliver inquired about his friend’s state
of mind. “You calling me old, old
friend?” he chuckled. “Well no such
thing—I’m as young as I feel. Couldn’t
be better!” Oliver fished. “Now listen
ol’ boy, I know where you’re going with
this and we’ve been through it before.
I’m fine, really! Got no problem with
the racket, never have. Actually like
what I do. There’s your state of mind,
old friend!” Oliver tried to change
the subject to autonomy. “And how
are you?” interrupted the old friend.
“How’s the early retirement going—
how’s the cash flow these days?” In
Oliver, the old friend sensed one halfdead in his prime...
Deborah was on her fourth
call when he returned.
“Where have you been?” she
cupped the phone.
“Breakfasting—”
“With Gerry Sullivan? That
half-wit?”
“He’s not been feeling well,
Debo-raah.”
“Oh get real, Olee-vaah—he’s
playing hooky again!”
She stood up. “There’s a
list under your cup. I expect you to
make two dozen calls today; that’s an
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average of eight an hour—for you ten
—since you’re late!”
“I’m not feeling well either; I
think I need a sick day,” said Oliver.
The phone rang.
“Hello. Is a Mr. Puke in?”
“Who’s
calling?”
said
Deborah.
“This is Fontaine’s. It’s about
a songbook order.”
“It’s Fontaine’s Olee-vaah,
something about a—”
Deborah
searched
the
ostensibly upsized living room: Oliver
was gone. The patter of that nagging
squirrel was playing on the attic
trestles. This time she also heard the
car pull away.
Oliver hurried. It was the
way he’d always gone (except when
he’d wanted to be seen) for the chance
for fifteen minutes’ extra sleep. As he
turned into the parking lot, the first
thing he saw was Stacey Holsmann’s
flower van where it always was, outside
his office window...
“Forgot something?” said
Deborah.
“Uh, fetched the paper.”
“I heard the car, Oliver.”
“Oh, right,” he said. “Took
her for a spin; gotta keep the ol’ girl
hummin’ you know, now that she’s not
gettin’ around as much.”
He sidled past Deborah into
the workspace to his desk, where he
started making ghost notes on an
imaginary pad. After a moment he
peeked. Deborah was staring out her
window into the world.
The phone rang.
“Good morning, Oliver Poke
hoping you’re having a wonderful—”
“Why did you leave?”
“May I ask who’s calling?”
“Why did you leave, Ollie?”
“Uh—I—thank you, sir, but
we’ve more coffee than we know what
to do with!”
“Wait Olee-vaah, ask if they’ve
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got Ugandan,” said Deborah.
“I love you, Ollie! I thought
you loved me! I thought we were the
reason you’d stayed at this hell hole!”
It was at the word hell that
Deborah thought she heard a woman’s
voice. “Sounds like you got a live wire,
Olee-vaah!”
“Yeah, Java the Hut—get me
a pen!”
“What’s wrong with the pen
you—?”
“Eraser! I need an eraser!”
Deborah threw up her hands
and stomped to the kitchen.
“Listen, I’ll call you!”
“No, you listen to me Oliver
Poke, we need to talk! We need to talk
now!”
Deborah had just returned.
She grabbed the handset. “Who is
this?”
“Well well if it isn’t the Missus!
You know I must say Mrs. Poke, you
do sound like a chanting monk on
steroids! Oh but excuse me I haven’t
introduced myself ! I’m Stacey, your
husband’s lover.”
That night Deborah slept at
her brother’s. Oliver counted roses.
The next morning Deborah returned
early to manage the workspace and
pummel the vacuum cleaner in the
garden when she’d finished; the dust
cloth she impaled on the thorns. The
season was changing now and the
parched blossoms looked like wrinkled
hearts. She sniffed and went back
inside.
“You bastard! You ogre, lout,
ingrate—you sorry excuse for a human
being—how could you?” she said.
Whether or not Oliver might
have answered, Deborah didn’t give
him the chance.
“I want a divorce!” she said.
“Twenty-five years, Oliver! I was a
good wife! A faithful wife! I tried, Oliver!
Are you kidding me—none of this was
good enough for you?” She ripped

off a paper towel. “A long time ago I
stopped working late, for you, Oliver,”
she sniffed. “I stopped going out with
the girls, for you; stopped the evening
classes, for you; stopped shopping, for
you!
“I stopped wanting babies, for
you, Oliver!”
The phone rang.
“Hello, this is Oliver Poke,
hoping you’re having a wonderful
day.”
“Ollie. Hey, Bob here. Listen,
that hot leather chair you ‘demanded’
just arrived—hey I’m just toying with
you ol’ boy!—and wait till you see your
brand new desk! Oh, and Tammy’s
pulled your files. Everything’s a go, ol’
boy; see you in the morning then! Hey,
and one more thing. I’ve kept those
shirts you crammed down my throat
nice and tidy for you—you old rascal!
Don’t be late!”
Oliver hung up.
From the kitchen floor he
lifted Deborah and carried her to the
workspace, where he tendered her
on the center table, coaxing the linen
around her as she curled up. When
it seemed certain she would not dart,
from the breast pocket of his island
sunset button-front shirt he pulled
out his smartphone and Googled
“therapists.”
He dialed the first number
that came up.

Of Plumbing and Nightmares
Brett Stout

I

’m sitting in the work van with my co-worker,
Marvin, next to some vacant mall out in some North
Atlanta suburb at five in the a.m. It’s freezing and black
outside. I sit and smoke cigarettes and drink my crappy
gas station coffee while Marvin snorts a line of speed to
get him going and then puts in his dentures that were
resting on the van console. We should be inside working,
but the boss isn’t here this early, so fuck it and fuck him.
I need a few more minutes to wake up and procrastinate and then it’s back to the concrete. The concrete
has been killing me for the last three days. It’s my job
to take the heavy electric saw and cut the concrete into
huge blocks. Then, once I’m done cutting them into
rectangular blocks I have to lug these chunks of concrete weighing over fifty pounds each up twenty steps
and around the corner to the giant green dumpster. My
back is killing me and my hands are chafed and bleeding

from yesterday. I continue to sit in the van smoking cigarettes and drinking crappy gas station coffee while feeling forty instead of twenty.
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The Un-husband
Marissa J. McCants

I

spent a week away from her—rather she
away from me. I enjoyed the silence in the home. The
way the dust of her makeup no longer powdered the
bathroom counter, or floor. Her jewelry was gathered
instead of smeared across the preserved mahogany
dresser that once belonged to my mother. And with her
gone, I didn’t have to investigate for new scratches in
the wood left by cheap beads and silver bracelets from
Mexico.
She came back like a boisterous storm. The
liveliness that once attracted me to her never left her.
Insisting I enjoy the quiet I needed to work, she cabbed
back from the airport. At an unannounced time, the elevator ushered her out of the earth and onto the twenty-third floor, right as I was defining my life. The sound
of her voice flooded the hall, and she cracked the door
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wide open with shopping bags, hellos, a long embrace.
The bones of her forearms sunk into the soft flesh of
my upper arm. The descent of her large, heavy, suitcase bombed the ground and signaled Mr. Robinson,
our downstairs neighbor, to alert the front desk, as he
so often did when under attack. “Siege!” He cried the
time her sisters showed up for Christmas.
The week apart hadn’t been long enough for
me, but I feigned a weak smile while contemplating a
legal separation over divorce. Should I tell her? She was
no longer my life, but the helicopter of noise surrounding me and preventing my work. I was ready to pack
my things and leave her to the constant complaints. No
longer a youthful woman, she garnished my wages for
hair dye, face creams and Botox.
Shouting was her equivalent for talking, and

she hummed too loud in the shower.
I wanted to tell her the kitchen door
had saved our marriage, since she
called her sister when she cooked, and
laughed a witch’s cackle for twenty-five
minutes straight. But I sighed, and she
apologized, like she always does when
her expression of care is met with
aggravation. She collected her bag
and went to our bedroom to unpack.
Escaping to show tunes that reminded
her of New York, she remembered
to guard the volume at level eight,
of course. It being the highest level
for music in the house that I deemed
reasonable.
But that was years ago. Now,
I hold her hand while she sleeps—her
eyes presently two dark slits to a portal
that no longer opens. The monitors
beside her bed establish severity and
finality. Their beeping has replaced
her bad jokes and laughter. The
nurses don’t dust her face with
the makeup that once covered the
bathroom counters. She doesn’t wear
bracelets because the morphine drip
is more important. Her red beaded
necklace still hangs from the dresser
knob it clung to the last time she fell
in our bedroom, the last time she
breathed at home. I didn’t check to
see if it had scratched the wood after
the paramedics arrived. The moaning
from pain has ceased. Instead, she’s
mute in a way that feels taciturn and
reticent, like she’s giving me what I
gave her during the years I stopped
loving her.
I wish she had never left that
week. I should have surrounded her in
the ivory curtains beside our balcony
window that made her look angelic and
stood beside her watching the leaves be
colored by fall while she drank almond
tea with nutmeg and brandy. If only
I had licked honey off the bare skin of
her belly and pressed my body against
hers, so our every movement stuck
to those white sheets I kept perfectly

detained in our closet, the sheets she
always wanted to use that I didn’t want
to ruin. I should have made love to her
on them for seven days and laughed
with her sticky chin on my chest from
the leftover honey tangled between us.
She begged me for children,
but I refused to have them and now
there isn’t a face calling me “Pop” or
“Dad” that looks like hers, promising
me that she will still be in my life.
And my mother’s been gone. And all
the friends we have are in the waiting
room discussing who is going to hold
me when she slips from hospice into
her heaven and my unknown. I’ll
never know another woman who filled
our home, my life, filled the boring
silence that echoes behind my ears.
When I think back to her last
words, her calling my name before she
went down, I remember I was upset,
because I just wanted to sip my coffee
before the aroma of Kenya drifted
away from my nostrils. But my name
was the last thing she yelled, and I
taste the consummate selfishness I fed
her in that moment, with a bitterness
that fills every cup of coffee I drink.
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T

he fireworks give the perfect cover—although it’s weird hearing them from inside. They sound
like cannon-fire. You imagine they prevent most cancer
patients from sleeping. But not Daryl. He sleeps like
he’s already dead. He ain’t woke for two weeks.
They say this fireworks show is the largest in
the South. It’s crazy they shoot them so close to the hospital. It’s tradition, they say. They shoot them every Labor Day, and no one’s complained yet—although the
hospital once petitioned the city to move the festival,
but the city council convinced them otherwise, saying
it was too profitable. They also impressed city officials
with beautiful pictures of the fireworks reflecting off the
downtown skyline.
It’s fortunate for you they never moved it. The
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fireworks give the perfect cover.
There’s a mask over Daryl’s nose and mouth.
Tubes sprout from his body. They’re connected to computers on a standing rack. All you got to do is unplug
the computers from the wall before the fireworks end.
No one will hear the alarm. No one will come. It’ll be
over.
All you got to do is pull the plug.
You yank, and it falls out of the outlet. It was
easier than last time. The computers are off. The fireworks continue. Next stop: freedom.
You already feel freer. Pulling the plug does it.
In a minute or so, you’ll have all the freedom in the
world. Freedom to do whatever you want. To be whoever you want. Give me liberty. Give him death.

But then the nurse runs in,
and freedom fades away. She was
alerted, somehow. You slink in your
chair, pretending to sleep, peeking
occasionally. She is a sturdy woman.
Younger than you. At most, forty.
You’re fifty-one.
She restarts the computers
and checks over Daryl. “All okay,” she
says. She looks down at you. “It’s so
strange that it falls out like that. Three
times this week. I’ll have maintenance
check it.”
You nod and rub your eyes,
pretending to wake. She knows you’re
trying to kill him. She’s going to expose
you. The game’s up. But she says
nothing more and leaves the room.
You get up and slip behind the curtain,
stare out the window, and catch the tail
end of the fireworks.
He should’ve been gone two
weeks ago when he collapsed in the
living room and busted his head on the
coffee table. You didn’t know blood
made carpet so black. He hit so hard
he knocked off your daddy’s prayer
hands. You thought it a sign from God,
that Daryl didn’t have a prayer left.
It was dumb to call 911. You
should’ve let him die right there on the
floor.
But the doctors encouraged
you. They told you he wouldn’t last
two days. They said his lungs were
useless, that the cancer had spread
to liver and kidneys. It was perfect.
The cancer had bounced around like
a frog. A couple more bounces and it
was sayonara, Daryl.
They were so sure he wouldn’t
make it, they took him out of the ICU
and put him in a normal room. It
saved resources. But he’s lived in the
room for two weeks now. Two weeks
when they said it’d be two days. You
want to kick a doctor in the face every
time you see one.
They tried to be so consoling.
They said, “I’m sorry. I know how

hard this is. We have counselors if you
need one. Here, take our brochure.”
The brochure’s in your lap.
Mercy Medical, its cover says, with the
caption, “Tending you with comfort
and care.”
They’ve given Daryl enough
comfort and care. It’s time they tend him
no more.
Later, the maintenance guy
comes in, installs a new plug, and
pushes the computers tight against the
wall—too tight for you to ever reach
behind.
******
You called Donna the first
night you got here. She still ain’t called
back. You texted her, too. You said,
“I think he might finally die.” Still no
reply.
She’s your best friend. It’d be
hard to work with Boss Dick without
her. The pervert. He’s always slapping
your ass, looking down your shirt.
Calling you sweetie. He orders you to
call him Boss. His name is Richard.
You and Donna call him Dick.
But you got to hand it to him.
He built the diner from the ground
up, made it so homespun every geezer
tourist thinks it’s been there forever.
It’s only twenty years old. Washington’s
Diner: Serving Geezers Since 1995—though
they think it’s been much longer.
Everything looks old in the
Smokies. The gas stations look old.
The pancake houses look old. Even
the billboards do. Especially the ones
for Washington’s Diner. Boss Dick
designed them that way. He made
them simple: just a cartoon George
Washington holding an ax, saying
“I CAN’T TELL A LIE. I LOVE
CHERRY PIE!” It’s no wonder every
geezer orders No-Lie Cherry Pie.
You remember going up to
Newfound Gap before the billboards
were there. Daryl took you up there

on your first date. There’s a parking
lot and an overlook. You went during
sunset, and the mountains were
orange. You reckoned Daryl took you
up there to get laid, get you to roll
around in his truck until the sun was
down.
But all he did was try to get
head and talk nonstop about the
Appalachian Trail. “I’m serious,” he
said, “It goes right through here. My
uncle did the whole thing. He walked
all the way to Maine.”
You asked him if he’d crossed
the parking lot on the way.
Daryl told you not to joke.
The Appalachian Trail was a serious
thing. He swore he’d do it one day.
Follow in the footsteps of his uncle. He
never did, of course.
Now he’s dying of cancer,
which means you ain’t got to listen
to anymore bullshit. You ain’t got to
oblige him no more. You can’t believe
you did it for thirty years. But that’s
over now. No more blow jobs on
Sunday mornings. No more “Sunday
service.” You called it that because it
reminded you of church: not really
long or hard, but the devil to get
through. You even sang Bible songs in
your head while you did it.
Jesus loves me,
this I know,
for the Bible
tells me so.
Every time he finished, he
said, “I love you, darlin’.”
You said, “Amen.”
Without Donna, you wouldn’t
even be thinking about freedom. It
was she who told you a woman can’t
be free until her old man’s dead. She’s
been free for three years now, since
Steve died. Right after she buried him,
she went on vacation, something she
hadn’t done since she was a little girl.
She drove herself straight down to
Destin, got a hotel and lay on the beach
a week straight. She even shacked up
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with a married lawyer from Atlanta.
She called him her whimsy, saying he
didn’t want commitment no more
than she did.
She’s in a belly dancing class
at the YWCA. She takes cosmetology
lessons at Holston State. She eats what
she wants. Watches what she wants on
TV. She does everything the way she
wants. She’s like George Washington.
She wrote the book on freedom.
She’s also beautiful. Being
beautiful helps with freedom. It helps
with everything. It makes every geezer
try to sit in her section when he comes
in. It makes them give her more tips.
Daryl would always annoy you when
he’d come in because he’d stare at
Donna more than he’d stare at you.
You couldn’t blame him. Donna’s
big and busty and wears her hair up
like Dolly. Nothing sags on her—even
though she’s older than you. You
swear one day her flannel shirt’s going
to pop. God! That’d kill all the geezers.
They’d just hand her their wallets and
have heart attacks right there. Funny
how quiet the geezettes get when their
husbands stare at Donna.
Next to her, you look like a
bag of potatoes.
She has a big heart, too.
Bigger than yours. She’s the only one
who sent flowers to the hospital. Not
even Daryl’s brother in Arkansas did.
Lizzy should have, but she
didn’t.
She must be too busy in
California. She better not be too busy
to make the funeral. You’d call her, but
you don’t want to disturb her. She’d
yell at you anyway. She’d accuse you
of not defending her every time Daryl
called her California-queer.
But he ain’t going to call her
that anymore. No, ma’am, he ain’t.
Next time you talk to Lizzy, you’ll
promise her that. You’ll tell her those
days are over.
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******
You don’t know what to do
with your freedom. You really don’t.
The only thing you can think of is
getting out of this hospital. Daryl
couldn’t have picked a dumpier place
to die. Or one that smells more like
rotten casserole. He couldn’t have
picked more urine-stained walls or
flimsier furniture. The place hasn’t
been renovated in decades. It’s a shock
anyone gets tended here.
The only good thing about
the room is the window, and that’s
only because it’s curtained, and you
can slip behind it and pretend you’re
somewhere else. All you see is the
parking lot and the Krebela Temple
across the street. It’s a disgrace the
cancer ward ain’t riverside.
It’s a disgrace
the human race
blames us women…
You ain’t sang that in years.
You used to all the time. It’s Ruthie
Kane. Your momma used to play her
records when you were young. She
played them in the attic, where you
and she played secret society.
Never once did she bring the
record player downstairs, so your daddy
could hear. He wouldn’t have cared
anyway. He’d have been too busy in
the living room recording his sermons,
getting his voice ready for Sundays at
Timothy Baptist. Every night prayed
over dinner for a good sermon. All he
talked about was church. God this and
Jesus that. Be careful or the Devil’s gonna
get you! According to some, he was the
best preacher in the valley.
You don’t know how your
momma tolerated him.
She had the attic. Maybe
the records were a curtain for her,
something she could slip behind and
pretend she was somewhere else.
Sometimes, she brought you along.
She didn’t play much Dolly,

which was weird. She played some
Loretta, though. But mostly Ruthie
Kane. She taught you to love Ruthie
Kane.
It’s a disgrace the human race
blames us women…
Those were the first lyrics that
ever said something to you. All your life
you’d heard about Eve eating from
the tree and bringing down sin and
how a woman was nothing but a rib.
You were glad Ruthie Kane called it
a disgrace. You used to stare at the
record sleeve, at her picture. Her hair
was cropped short like an old lady’s.
She didn’t look real. You thought of
her as Jesus.
Now when you think of her,
you think of your momma and how
much you pitied her. You can’t imagine
being married so long to a man of the
Lord. It must’ve been awful, hearing
only about God, being constantly
reminded you were only a womb for
him to beget in. That God made you
that way. In Jesus’ name. Amen.
It’s a disgrace.
You learned as a girl you
didn’t want to marry a man of God.
Daryl sure as hell wasn’t. If anything,
he was a man of the Devil. What your
momma’d call a heathen. He was bad
the first minute you met him at that
high school field party, the one you’d
told your daddy was a moonlight
revival. He had a llama tied to his
truck, saying it was his date for the
night. He was watching it for his uncle.
Why his uncle owned a llama, you
don’t know. You reckon he brought it
back from the Appalachian Trail.
Her name was Eloise.
“Nobody gets it up for me like ol’
Eloise,” said Daryl.
He drank Budweiser. The
King of Beers. You joined him and sat
in the back of his old Chevy. Chevy:
The Heartbeat of America. Daryl wore
a straw hat and stubble on his chin
and smoked cigarette after cigarette.

Marlboros. Cowboy killers. They tasted
terrible. Later in life, he switched to
menthols. They tasted like toothpaste.
You drank so much beer with him you
gave your first “Sunday service,” right
in the truck cabin. When it was done,
you swore he said, “I love you.”
God, if your daddy had
known what kind of revival you’d
been to. He’d have killed you. Killed
Daryl, too. It would’ve saved him a lot
of frustration. There wasn’t a time he
knew Daryl he didn’t hate him. But
still he gave you away at the wedding.

could do anything you set your mind
to. You figured why not a country
singer? Why not Ruthie Kane?
Your daddy laughed at you.
“Sweetheart, you’ll be whatever God
wants you to be.”
You didn’t become a country
singer. God must not have wanted
you to. He must’ve wanted you to be
something else. An old and married
waitress, perhaps.
The only singing He let you
do was in the Timothy Baptist Choir
with your momma. You sang nothing

over everything. As a toddler, she
plucked the strings on your Esteban
American Legacy until you moved it to
the basement. As a teen, she screamed
at Daryl so loud he’d get fed up and
leave. He’d drive straight out into the
night, his truck rumbling out of the
driveway. You never knew where he
went. Knox’s Tavern, you figured.
He’d squeal his tires and stumble in
later and hold you tight until you gave
in.
But while he was gone, Lizzy
would lash out at you. She’d say you

He didn’t have much choice. It was in
his own backyard. He must’ve prayed
Daryl would get cold feet—or that
God would strike him dead as he
walked down the aisle.
He’d have loved to see Daryl
with cancer. He’d have praised the
heavens. “Thank you, Jesus!” he’d
have said. “Thank you! In your name,
thank you!”
There’s probably lots of songs
about marrying an asshole. You could
write a good one. Yours would be a
happy song, though, because in yours
he’d be dead.
You wanted to be a singer
when you were little. Like Ruthie
Kane. Teachers at school said you

but hymns. There was a big lady in it
named Tammy. People said she was the
best singer east of the Cumberland.
Everything about her was big: big
voice, big hair, big teeth, big nails and
big hips. Other things were so big the
deacons stared her up and down, just
like geezers do Donna at the diner.
You liked her singing. It was a
bit twang, a bit opera. And could she
belt out a hymn! It was like she was
afraid of nothing. She sang so loud she
drowned everyone out. Her voice was
like the Great Flood.
Makes you think of Lizzy.
She never sang, but she could drown
people out in other ways. When she
was a baby, she cried bloody murder

were too stupid to stand up to him,
that you were nothing but his slave
and were a bad example and she
hated you. Once, she said you were
as pointless as a choirgirl. She’d leave,
too, then come back a few days later
from her girlfriend’s, tired and rebel’d
out.
“The Prodigal Daughter”
returned.
Daryl said he wished she’d
stay gone.
She shouldn’t have yelled at
him so much. It wasn’t his fault. You
started almost every fight. You were
hard on him. You called him a loser
too much. An idiot. A lazy ass. You
attacked him for working the same

“You realized every bit of Ruthie Kane in her was gone. Time
had beaten it out of her. She was
nothing but a rib now.”
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machine shop job for thirty years, for
never trying to be anything else. You
mocked him for he never learning to
weld—even though he said he would.
You said he was too chicken to do the
Appalachian Trail.
You were mean to him.
There’s no doubt.
But you were only mean
because he ignored you and Lizzy.
He just sat on the sofa and pounded
Buds and smoked by the carton. He
never did anything special for you.
You reckon he never even thought of
anything special. He didn’t support
Lizzy when she went to Holston State.
He didn’t support you ever. Never
once did he back you up.
He was exciting when he
was young. You don’t know what
happened. He just fizzled out. God
must’ve planned it so. He must’ve said,
“Heartbeat of America, time to peter
out.”
It’s crazy to think about what
Lizzy could’ve done if she’d finished
college. She was so smart. She could’ve
been anything. She could’ve been
a doctor at Mercy Medical, tending
people with comfort and care. She could’ve
at least been an admin girl. That
wouldn’t have been so bad. Mercy
Medical needs a good admin girl.
The one they have now is
terrible. All she does is strut around
badgering you for money, letting you
know the longer Daryl’s here the more
it costs. As if you want him to stay.
She’s coming in now, wearing
a devil-red skirt suit, caked-on makeup
and those pearls. She wears them
every time. They’re real, too. She must
polish them every night.
She greets you and sits down,
a folder on her lap. She can’t be more
than thirty. Her hair is too perfect.
It’s like a blonde waterfall, shining
brighter than the pearls.
Before you know it, she’s
like a diva, cranking out her hits: life
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insurance, medical costs, outstanding balance,
payment plans, interest rates. It’s always the
same. She’s like a broken record. You
stare at her pearls. Little rich girls at
church used to wear pearls like that.
Admin girl has probably always had
pearls. She probably came out of the
womb with them—born with a pearl
spoon in her mouth.
She must’ve had a daddy who
supported her.
When she’s gone, you turn on
the TV. The news is playing clips of
the fireworks. Soon, you’re curled up
like a fetus and sleeping.
You wake to the worst sound
you can imagine: him calling your
name:
“Raine! Raine! Lorraine!”
He’s awake, propped up on
the bed, no mask, tubes disconnected,
smoking a cigarette. He smiles thinly
and blows smoke into the room. It
settles on the bed like fog.
******
“You look like a baby
sleeping,” he says.
You don’t know what to say
at first. “Ain’t you supposed to be
sleeping?”
“Don’t feel like it no more.”
“You felt like it for the past
two weeks.”
“I needed some rest.”
Why hasn’t a nurse stormed
in? Why hasn’t an alarm gone off?
Shouldn’t a doctor be here? You can’t
deal with this. You’re too exhausted.
“The cancer was supposed to finish
you off,” you say.
“Cancer ain’t going to beat
me,” he says, flicking ash to the floor.
It’s impossible. He can’t beat
cancer. He never will. He’s all talk.
Always will be. Until he’s dead. He
should be dead already. “The doctors
told me you wouldn’t make it.”
“They don’t know nothing.”

His eyes are fixed on you. Like he’s
accusing you. Like he knows.
“You been trying to kill me,
ain’t you?” he says.
You swallow. Say nothing.
“You have. I know you have.”
It’s a disgrace the human race
blames us.
At your daddy’s funeral, your
momma bawled like the world was
ending. She’d have given anything
for one more day with him. You
watched her cry. You realized every
bit of Ruthie Kane in her was gone.
Time had beaten it out of her. She
was nothing but a rib now. She was
Tammy Wynette, standing by her man.
It’s a wonder she made it two months
without him.
“I want my freedom,” you say.
“Before I can’t have it no more.”
“What you going to do with
it?”
“A lot.”
“Like what? You going to
shack up with some man at the beach?
Huh? You going to be a country singer?
You going to dust off that damn guitar
I bought you off TV? You remember
it? You should. You begged me for it
the last time you were going to be a
singer.”
“Shut up,” you tell him. “You
don’t know nothing.”
“I know everything,” he says.
“Especially about you.”
You can’t take it anymore.
You snap. You spring from the chair.
You charge him. You rear back your
hand. You want to slap him so hard
that when he gets to hell, the devil will
ask him about the palm print.
But when you swing, the
mask’s back on, and the tubes are
connected, and he’s asleep again. Your
hand stops on his cheek. The warmth
from his face is seeping out.
You don’t want to look at him
no more, so you leave the room and
stand in the hallway. Nurses pass and

pay you no mind.
******
You call Donna. She doesn’t
pick up. You start a voicemail. “Hey,”
you say, but that’s it. You don’t know
what to tell her. You could thank her
for covering your shifts. You could tell
her it won’t be much longer. You could
tell her about that one time with Steve.
You can’t tell her that.
It only happened once anyway,
when Steve came by, uninvited,
wanting Daryl to drink beers with
him. Donna had thrown him out.
He’d accused her of cheating.
You told him Daryl wasn’t
there, figuring he would leave. Daryl
and Lizzy had fought, and they’d both
run off.
He didn’t leave. You let him
stay. Daryl should’ve been home
sooner. You were only going to have
one beer with him. It’d been a bad
night. A beer sounded good.
It was Daryl’s fault. He
should’ve come home.
Steve vented about Donna,
about how other men stared at her
all the time. That’s what he got for
marrying a knockout, you told him.
He said he never considered her a
knockout. He said you were prettier.
You told him it was the beer talking,
that he needed to respect his wife. He
said you were one of the prettiest gals
he’d ever seen.
Boys in high school used tell
you the same crap. Daryl did too. You
shouldn’t have let Steve say it. You
shouldn’t have let him keep going.
You never told Daryl.
Ignorance, for him, is better. You don’t
want to give him an image of you and
Steve. He’d imagine it the wrong way.
He’d think you had some passionate
love affair. He wouldn’t comprehend
how quick it was, how little it mattered,
or how shamed you felt.

You felt fallen, like Eve, the
mother of sin.
Daryl would see it like that.
He’d see it as a manly honor thing,
something he had to fight for. He’d
challenge Steve and lose. He’d get
pounded to a pulp.
That’s not true.
Daryl wouldn’t blame Steve.
He’d blame you. He’d say you seduced
your best friend’s husband. Steve had
to play along. He was too dumb to say
no. Daryl would march you around
town, saying, “This is my wife, the
whore.” He’d yell at you, slap you
around, and boot you out of the house.
And you’d deserve it. You were in
the wrong. You’ve always been in the
wrong. That’s why you ain’t a singer.
That’s why you sling pies for a pervert.
And you’re the reason he’s a pervert. If
your clothes were baggier, he wouldn’t
care.
A doctor approaches and
pats you on the shoulder. He assumes
you’re crying like any other widow-tobe.
******
You have a voicemail from
her. It’s from yesterday. You must’ve
missed her call. Mercy Medical has a
poor signal.
Hi, honey! I’m sorry, but I ain’t
going to be able to cover your shifts no more.
Bill wants me to move to Atlanta and live
with him. He’s left his wife and got me a job
in his office. I’m going to be a secretary. Can
you imagine me working in a law office? I
leave next week and wasn’t sure if you’d be
back. I talked to Dick. He says take all the
time you need. I’m going to miss you. We
better keep in touch. Remember what I told
you about freedom. You’re almost there, honey!
You keep the phone to your
ear, not knowing what to do. You’re
trembling. People step past you. To
them, all is normal.
You should call her back and

tell her not to go. How could she use
her freedom to go right back to prison?
You could tell her that—use those
exact words. It might convince her.
But it might not.
What if she’s ahead of you?
What if, no matter how free you are,
you wander yourself back to captivity?
What if it’s inevitable? You’ll do it,
too. Maybe sooner than Donna. What
if Daryl’s right, that you ain’t cut out
for freedom? You have no idea what to
do with it.
You don’t call her back. If
you did, you’d just end up telling her
how happy you are for her and how
exciting Atlanta sounds. After a while,
you’d even convince yourself you’re
jealous of her. What else is a sack of
potatoes to do?
You go back in the room and
close the door behind you. Daryl’s still
unconscious. You slump in the chair.
The TV’s playing an infomercial. You
hear Ruthie Kane.
It’s a disgrace…
This is how it happens. First,
you start hearing things. Next, you’ll
be seeing things. Then, you’re batshit.
And they lock you up.
“Oh, it takes you back to a
simpler time,” you hear a man’s voice
say. “When life was easy. When the
whole family gathered around the
radio.”
It’s the TV. A geezer with
slicked back hair is onscreen. “With
this new remastered collection,” he
says, “we can share these treasures
with a new generation. That way,
they’ll live forever. For only three easy
payments of $39.99, you can bring
home country’s best.”
How dare he spread such lies?
There was no family around the radio.
Not with Ruthie Kane. It was you and
your momma in the attic, your secret
society. No one else. Not your daddy.
Not Daryl. Not Lizzy either.
Lizzy.
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You never played Ruthie
Kane for her. You could’ve. You got
your momma’s records when she died.
Got the record player too. It’s all in the
basement collecting dust. You could’ve
played Ruthie Kane for her the whole
time. But you didn’t.
It’s a disgrace.
You’re a disgrace.
But it’s not too late. She’s
flying in for the funeral. You could
play her Ruthie Kane. You could tell
her all about Ruthie Kane. You could
tell her that story your momma told
about the radio station wanting to ban
Ruthie Kane. Yes, you could tell her.
And she’d listen. Her face would light
up. She’ll come to love Ruthie Kane,
and she won’t hate you so much.
That’s what you’ll do. That’s
the first thing you’ll do with your
freedom.
If only Daryl would hurry up.
You approach him. He breathes like
an old pump. His face is so pale. He’s
like a corpse already. He might as well
just go. Get it over with. What’s he got
to live for?
You pray to God he’ll go soon.
The TV plays it again. You
wonder what he would’ve thought
of Ruthie Kane. He’d have probably
said, “She ain’t no Hank, Jr.”
You start singing it to him. He
should hear it once. It’s a shame the human
race blames us women… You sing the first
verse, then the chorus, then the second
verse. As you sing, his throat starts
rattling, like he’s strumming along.
You can’t believe it. After all these
years, he’s finally backing you up.
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The East Point Vein of Depression
Brett Stout

W

e were friends for a long while. I remember the first moment that I saw you. That instant
is burned into my brain forever. We were fast friends
the first time we talked at work. You were the only person that didn’t yell at me or correct me on something
I was doing wrong. You took pity on a lowly eighteenyear-old punk rock dishwasher and I appreciated it.
“Kind” and the restaurant industry don’t go hand in
hand, especially in the back of the kitchen. I remember
that you hated the job as much as I did, but you had
the sense to quit before me. I kept hammering it out
for another year somehow. We grew apart when you
left the job. Conversations, funny stories and drunken
nights became fewer and farther apart. You fell into a
bad crowd. I tried to warn you about them, but my
words went unnoticed. I remember that summer day

you came to the back of the kitchen and asked me for
some food. I fixed you some chicken fingers and fries
and gave you some of my cigarettes. You looked pretty
bad. Your beauty was now hidden under the dirt and
foul smell that you were wearing. I heard crazy stories
about you every now and again. My friend Joe even said
you gave him a hand job for ten bucks over in Candler
Park. I was sad to hear that. I remember the final time
I saw you walking down Moreland Ave. I wondered
where you were headed and what you were doing, but
I didn’t stop to ask. I now regret that. A week later I
heard you were found dead in some ghetto apartment
complex on the Southside of Atlanta.
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Excerpts from The Bacanora
Notebooks: The Fire
Mather Schneider

buckets. The children were having a
hoot, running, screaming, laughing.
Everyone else was flooding the street,
watching the show. Hell approaching,
let’s party! The heat and red light on
our faces up there on the roof: booga
booga! Good thing Noelia paid that
fucking water bill.
I stood with that hose water
arching out and it was like pissing in
a dream and you just piss and piss
and piss. Existence, yes? It took me
back to the fires of my youth. All the
weenies roasted, all the ants killed

cracking of bones, the living stink,
the dripping red skin and the juice
that boiled out, big fat tomato worms
swelling and exploding, never to be
butterflies. No more tomatoes! My
mother had canned more tomatoes
than we knew what to do with. I
think she’s still got a jar or two left in
her cellar even now, forty years later.
My sister, me, my mother and father,
standing there silent watching that
evil plant die, knowing it was the end
of our family.
The fire seemed to come

“No. I have a notebook.”
“I don’t have a computer
either. Do you have a cell phone?
“Yes I have a cell phone.”
“I don’t. You wouldn’t have
an old one you don’t want anymore?”
“I’m sorry, I don’t. Who you
gonna call, anyway?”
“I don’t know. Somebody.”
“Does your father know
where you’re at?”
“No.”
“What’s your father do?”
“He’s a bricklayer.”

with magnifying glasses on summer
Illinois days in the ditchweed. My
grandfather’s bonfires in the back 40,
throwing an old tire on there to really
get it going, that furious black tunnel
of smoke crawling up into the sky,
so thick it seemed you could climb it
like a tree trunk. Fires on the banks
of the Illinois River among the dead
fish and the oily water and the train
tracks where the trains came with
their howling wind and madness.
Oh, that fire with the turkey! And in
Arkansas, when we burned the old
tomato plant, the tomato plant that
sprouted on its own in the compost
pile and grew into a monster that
wouldn’t let us be no matter how we
cut the roots. We burned that fucker
one day, dad poured gas on it and we
all stood back watching it cry and wilt
and turn black. The sound like the

under some control there behind that
cement wall in the Hermosillo dump.
Whew! “Hey, somebody toss me a
beer!” I stood up there and drank a
beer and a neighbor kid launched
himself over the gap from the next
house and stood next to me, his
brown face glowing.
“And you? What do you
want, chamaco?” I said.
“Are you from the other
side?”
“What gave it away?”
“Is it true what they say?”
“What do they say?”
“That life is better on the
other side?”
“No, that’s not true.”
“But people have money
there.”
“Some do, yes.”
“Do you have a computer?”

“That’s a noble profession.
He sounds like a good man.”
“Yeah.”
I gave him a twenty-peso note
and he shot off like a spark over the
rooftops. There were other children
watching me from the dark, little
raccoon eyes. The crowd on the street
was giddy and we were all almost sad
to see that the fire had given up. It
never did leap the cement block wall.
I climbed down from the roof and
finished my beer at my little table
with the spiders. Noelia and everyone
filtered back into the houses.
An hour later the fire truck
came. The firemen stood around the
truck looking at the remnants of the
coals for a while, then they left. I sat
in the dark, reaching my hand into
the beer cooler to fish cans out of the
dirty melted ice.

“‘Do you have a computer?’
‘No. I have a notebook.’”
S

aturday, Saturday, pretty Saturday.
The melon-man comes driving by in his little truck
selling cantaloupe and watermelon. Yesterday was
Black Friday. People trampling themselves bloody
in hideous stampedes for discounted luxury items
like mile-wide TVs, video games, flavored underwear, microwaves, who knows what else. I barely
got out of bed all day. The dollar is higher than a
junkie in Juárez, which pisses the Mexicans off but
suits me just fine.
On Thursday night a vagabond lit a fire
in the dump behind the house here on Avenida
Economia. The houses stretch for a few blocks in a
straight line, all flat-topped with cement roofs, separated by a three-foot gap, so that an agile child can
run the length, leaping like a steeplechase over the
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empty spaces. I was good and snozzled when we all
saw and smelled the smoke. It was no joke, really
barreling up like a locomotive. I climbed up the old
homemade ladder to the roof of the house to do
some surveillance. A cement block wall separates
the houses from the dump. The blaze was rising like
crazy in the dark night. Holy shit! A million Mercurochrome tentacles! The unspeakable crackling,
like glass hibiscus flowers crunched between the
yellow teeth of Godzilla. Too much dry grass and
garbage back there. Hand me the hose! I stood up
there on the roof and used my thumb to arch the
hose water, what little pressure came out of it, over
the cement block wall into the flames. It helped, I
warded it off our little area at least. Soon, others
were up on their roofs doing the same, or just using
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No go dito gnente – I didn’t
say nothin’1
Jason Francis Mc Gimsey

myself, or worse, as if I didn’t exist
at all. Having united herself in holy
matrimony with me, either possibility
rightly worried her. Long story short,
on that occasion we fought and, in the
end, I think I spent the night on the
couch.
I never brought it up again,
maybe out of embarrassment,
arrogance or a clear sense of
inferiority (presumably a combination
of the three); nor did she, perhaps
because she really did believe that of

After a short time spent in
the lagoon, I realized that, regardless
of what my wife said, I was obliged
to at least understand—if not to
speak—Venetian if I had any hope of
integrating into the local community
or creating meaningful interpersonal
relationships. The use of dialect is, in
fact, significantly more widespread in
the northeast than in the northwest
or central Italy, surpassed only by the
use of dialects in the south4. If we add
to this the social context in which I

in chalk, writing in Venetian was an
unusual phenomenon. Why? While
oral speech in Venice is undoubtedly
rooted in the dialect—if not totally
dependent on it—I didn’t understand
why Venetian almost never appeared
in written form. This matter led me
to investigate the presence of Italian
dialects in literature.
As an inexperienced and
alien amateur, I found out that, in
fact, there are numerous instances of
dialect in contemporary Italian prose:

“With these stories, I can only tell
you that I’ve done my best; now it’s
up to you, Venetians, to do it better.”
P

reface2

Many years ago, in a past life, my Venetian wife called me a monkey. Just like that, out of
nowhere. She explained that, in my way of speaking, gesticulating and whatever, she often found
the words and mannerisms of other people, as if I
were always trying to imitate someone. Sometimes,
she told me, she saw our friends and companions.
Other times, however, the voices came from further
away: the greeting of the neighbourhood pizzaiolo,
the tobacconist’s eyebrows, the blasphemies of the
old drunkards who drank white wine for breakfast
every morning. Since we lived in Venice—Marghera3, actually—my expressions were tinted with
a pseudo-Venetian dialect. Her criticism was thus
followed by a reproach and a precise order: don’t
speak in dialect, you’re not Venetian.
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I was offended, very offended. Not because I’m not from Venice, but because I had only
spent a few years in Italy and my means of communication were already very limited. First, having
to distinguish between Italian and Venetian was
no simple task and, then, as a foreigner, I needed
all the resources available to me—even dialectal
ones—in order to communicate effectively. Beyond
the scarcity of my verbal abilities, the universe of
Italian gestures was totally unknown to me and, I
must admit, I took immense pleasure in observing
and imitating Italian theatrics. On the other hand,
I considered an American accent creepy as hell,
and I did everything I could to get rid of it. Instead, my wife thought I was either a little stupid
and lacking in original thought, or that there was
something fundamentally false in my actions, as if
I were hiding the “real” Jason. As if I weren’t really

me and didn’t want to hurt me. To
tell the truth, years later, I still don’t
know for sure—despite the fact that
we have remained in good relations—
if she thinks I’m a bit of a monkey.
Today, in hindsight, I would have to
say she was probably right.
In any case, her remark
stuck in my head like a nail. How
are you supposed to relate to others
as an immigrant, when you lack the
ease and flow in speaking of all those
around you? What does it mean to
acquire a language and to learn, in the
deepest sense of the term, the ways
and customs of a foreign culture?
Are we perhaps not all monkeys, only
deafened by the habit of hearing the
familiar sounds that surround us on a
daily basis?

lived—and to be frank, I was dead
broke—it’s not surprising I often
heard Venetian.
Only years later did I take
these language issues seriously when I
started pretending to be an interpreter,
first
in
grassroots
assemblies
and, later, in more academic and
professional contexts. What is the
difference between Italian and
Venetian? Where is the line between
the two? Is it legitimate to transform
The Simpsons’ Scottish janitor Willie
into a Sardinian5? What’s more: how
can a good ghe sboro6 be translated into
English?
Soon, however, I discovered
that, apart from the bacaro7
blackboards on which we sometimes
find a few folkloristic lines scribbled

from Pasolini’s Romanesque A Violent
Life8 to Camilleri’s Sicilian Inspector
Montalbano9 to the Neapolitan villains
in Gomorra10, I noticed that, even in
terms of popularity and commercial
success, peninsular dialects do relish
in a certain cultural importance. But
where was the Venetian? Perhaps only
for the mere fact that I lived in Venice,
I expected to discover somewhere,
possibly indicated by my more astute
friends with literary knowledge, the
great Venetian novel. I thought that,
with Venice’s important theatrical
tradition (historically headed by
Goldoni11, although more recently
Marco Paolini12 has conquered a
national recognition as well), it would
just be a short hop over to literature.
Well, today I am convinced
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—and will remain so until proven
the contrary—that I was wrong: that
gap is clearly much wider than I had
thought.13
The stories that you will
read here are, first and foremost, the
fruit of my love for Venetians. Their
narrative sensitivity, the agile irony
that floats through everyday dialogue
between one islander and another,
the round vowels that fill not only the
mouth but even the throat and chest,
the cadence of the words that imitate
the rocking lagoon waves all hold for
me an inexhaustible charm. In this
sense, I hope that what is contained
in this work can be taken as a sincere
ode to my beloved Venice and its
inhabitants.
Be that as it may, these
writings do not aspire to be more than
just a few modest stories from a given
moment in the millennial history of
this city. On the one hand, I hope to
have approximately represented the
Venetian world that hosted me for a
few years and that gave me so much.
On the other hand, in my arrogance
I have tried to push this dialect even
further, raising the register in a
handful of passages and running the
risk of distancing it from daily speech
habits in the hopes of qualifying it as
a literary language.
Finally, I hope my work also
serves as a sort of provocation: did
you really have to wait for a Yankee
to write in dialect to jumpstart
Venetian literature? Many will say
I’m just another ignorant American,
fundamentally overbearing in his
appropriation of someone else’s
language and culture. Many others,
certainly more qualified than me,
will be able to criticize my spelling,
syntax, style and even punctuation.
And justly so, I’ll be delighted to
become their target. This is the only
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way my provocation can be useful.
With these stories, I can only tell you
that I’ve done my best; now it’s up to
you, Venetians, to do it better.
After all, I am only a monkey.
____________________________
1
Written in and translated from Venetian by the author: Mc Gimsey,
Jason Francis, No go dito gnente, Supernova Edizioni, Venice, Italy, 2018.
http://supernovaedizioni.it/dettaglio.php?id=504.
This Preface was originally published
in Italian.
2

Marghera is a working class port
neighbourhood on Venice’s mainland constructed in the 1920s. The
name is derived from the Venetian
“mar ghe gera,” meaning, “there was
the sea.”

3

The most recent statistics from the
Istituto Nazionale di Statistica [National
Institute of Statistics] are available
here:
https://www.istat.it/it/
archivio/207961.

4

For an in depth analysis of translating
The Simpsons into Italian, see: Chiara
Francesca Ferrari, Since When Is Fran
Drescher Jewish? Dubbing Stereotypes in
The Nanny, The Simpsons, and The
Sopranos, University of Texas Press,
Austin, TX, USA, 2010. https://
utpress.utexas.edu/books/fersin.

5

A common vulgar expression which
literally translates to “I cum on it,”
used to express a variety emotions
including, but not limited to, surprise,
concern or disapproval.

6

A typical Venetian tavern where a
selection of wines and cicheto (simple

7

Unicorn

snacks) are served. See: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cicchetti.

Conor O’Sullivan

Pier Paolo Pasolini, Una vita violenta,
Milan, Italy, 1959; trans. William
Weaver, A Violent Life, Carcanet,
Manchester, UK, 2007.

8

For more information on this
fictional character, see: https://
e n . w i k i p e d i a . o rg / w i k i / S a l vo _
Montalbano.

9

Having been adapted both to film
and television, this work was first
published as the book by Roberto
Saviano: Gomorra: Viaggio nell’impero
economico e nel sogno di dominio della
camorra, Mondadori, Milan, Italy,
2006; trans. Virginia Jewiss, Gomorrah:
A Personal Journey into the Violent
International Empire of Naples’ Organized
Crime System, Picador, New York, NY,
USA 2008.

10

Carlo Osvaldo Goldoni (17071793) was a Venetian playwright
who wrote in Italian and French, as
well as Venetian, and is generally
credited for revolutionizing Italian
theater. For more information, see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Carlo_Goldoni.

11

Marco Paolini (1956-) is an Italian
actor, director and author from
Belluno, Veneto, Italy. Many of his
performances, usually monologues,
make ample use of Venetian dialect.
For more information, see: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marco_
Paolini.
12

As far as I can tell, excluding poetry
and theater, no major work of prose
has been published in Venetian, at
least since the fall of Serenissima in
1797.

13

T

he road leading into Cloghane village from
the east bended around a sharp corner flanked by heather. Sean Roche steered his black Mercedes-Benz beside a
narrow ditch with his left knee rubbing off the gear stick
and pebbles latching in the hubcaps. He spent the previous night at Fitzgerald’s, an inn built a few miles outside
the village perched above the strand, listening to the house
band play ballads. The lounge was dark and smoky in the
morning as the meagre January sunlight cracked through
the windows. He stumbled to his car after eight o’ clock,
the gravel sticking to the soles of his leather shoes.
There was a whiskey stain on his cashmere shirt,
his stomach protruding between the buttons. Sean’s face
had turned blotchy from the drink and small, purple veins
lined his nose. He pressed his foot down on the accelerator
once he cleared the corner and approached the village.
Sean avoided the boy racers. They took off on Sunday
mornings, full of drink and speed, racing along the peninsula to Castlegregory. He drove through the darkness

reeking of drink until he saw the flashing blue police lights.
Sean was a cardiology consultant in St. James’
Hospital back in Dublin, moving to Cloghane in October after the scandal. There weren’t many children in the
parish, most of the young families all lived in Dingle. Joan
and the kids were in Ranelagh, the assets granted to her
in the divorce. Sean rang his daughter, Fiona, off a private
number before Christmas.
“I never want to see you again,” she said, her
voice neutral and empty.
He sold the family cottage in Mayo and made
enough back to rent a terraced house in Cloghane. Sean
sat alone in the corner of O’Connor’s every night with
his newspaper, roast beef dinner and a bottle of Powers.
After closing time, he stumbled across the road into his
house, nestled between the newsagent’s and an idle holiday home. He stood by his bedroom window that overlooked the village and sipped brandy out of a red mug.
Life buoys flickered in the bay with wind shrieking down
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the street.
He opened a surgery clinic in
November, attending to farmers and
spinsters who needed medication for
shuffling their Zimmer frames into
mass. There was no shortage of farm
accidents and suicides as well, people
found hung in their barns with
horses gnawing at their corpses. The
geriatrics didn’t leave their houses in
the winter so he spent most of his
days driving to home visits.
“My sons never come to visit
me, Doctor. Can you believe that?”
“It’s tough.”
His phone rang while
maneuvering the car between two
hatchbacks. The village was full that
morning, people coming down from
the hills for mass.
“Hello?” he said, cutting the
engine.
“Is that Doctor Roche?”
“Speaking,” he replied.
“I’m sorry to bother you on
a Sunday morning,” a woman said.
“It’s just, my daughter, she has an
awful fever.”
“The surgery will be open
tomorrow.”
“I know but she’s been sick
for a few days now. If you could
please come over to make sure it’s
nothing serious.”
“Where are you?” he asked,
rubbing his eyes.
“Scail na Sliabh, just before
Katie’s Pub by Brandon Pier.”
“I’ll be there in fifteen
minutes,” he said, restarting the car.
He drove westwards out of
the village. A gray sea reflected the
banked clouds and raindrops fell
sideways onto the windshield. Once
the busy season began, their milky
chests would glisten in the peninsula’s
translucent water.
Sean tapped on the brakes
and saw “Scail na Sliabh” painted
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in white lettering on a stone pillar.
He turned into a driveway that ran
down to an inlet behind the yellow
detached house. The currents swirled
in all directions at the wind’s behest.
He parked beside the front door,
stepping out of the car and removing
his spare medical kit from the boot.
He patted down his thinning hair as
a tall woman with black curly tresses
and narrow green eyes came outside
to greet him.
“Doctor, thanks for coming
over.”
“Where’s your daughter?”
he asked.
“She’s up in bed,” she said.
“Please come inside.”
Sean followed her into a
spacious kitchen with beige porcelain
tiles and stainless steel appliances. A
skylight cut into the ceiling and he
saw seagulls flying across the pane.
“Can I offer you a cup of tea
or coffee?”
“No thanks,” he answered.
“How long has your daughter had a
fever?”
“Since Friday afternoon.
I thought it was a bug but she was
getting sick all of yesterday and her
sheets were drenched in sweat this
morning.”
“It’s probably the flu, very
common this time of year.”
“I know this must seem
paranoid,” she said. “It’s just since
her father died…”
“I understand.”
She led him up the staircase
to a white door with stickers of
cartoon princesses attached to the
panels. He wiped sweat from his brow
and walked into the bedroom. The
checkered blue curtains were shut,
and dolls and stuffed animals were
strewn across the floor. Sean tiptoed
around them to the headboard, filled
with books and a framed photo of the

dead father holding his daughter on
his lap, seeing her short figure traced
under the covers. Long blonde hair
flowed downwards along the pillow
and onto the bed sheet.
“Sweetheart, wake up,” the
mother said. “The doctor needs to
look at you.”
She pulled back the duvet
and picked up the child, placing her
feet on the floor. Her cotton pajamas
were covered with unicorns and she
had a curve in the tip of her nose.
The girl groaned as he took out his
stethoscope from his bag, her sunken
green eyes darting between him and
her mother. Sean knelt on the carpet
and placed his hand across her
clammy forehead. He listened to her
heartbeat that pounded in his ears
like a drum. The mother folded her
arms, her brow furrowed as he took
the girl’s temperature and inspected
her throat.
“Looks like a bout of flu,” he
said, taking out his prescription pad
and misspelling the antiviral brand.
“Make sure to bring her for a shot
next year.”
“Of course,” she said, her
jeans pocket vibrating. “I won’t be a
minute,” she said, walking out of the
bedroom and leaving the door ajar.
Sean stared into the girl’s wide green
eyes.
“You like unicorns, then?”
“Yes,” she answered. “I
saw one last summer with Mammy
trotting into the sea.”
“Is that so?”
“Most people can’t see
them.”
“You’re no human though,
but an angel fallen to earth,” he
said, brushing her cheek. The child
held his gaze, her feet rooted on
the carpet. Sean saw Maeve seated
beside him in the car surrounded by
evergreens, her lips trembling. He

pulled his hand back and handed the
prescription to the child.
“Take this.”
Sean trampled over the toys
and walked downstairs. He got in his
car, driving back to the main road.
He sped towards Brandon village and
turned up an inclined stretch of road.
The tyres went over mud tracks and
he parked in a clearing. Sean wept,
banging his head off the steering
wheel until drool spilled from his
mouth. He took out a small bottle of
Powers from the glove compartment
and stepped outside.
Mount Brandon dwarfed the
slanted fields. He staggered through
the clearing with a gust blowing into
his face. White horses rose in the
swell and galloped into shore. Sean
drained the bottle and saw a unicorn
in those cresting waves, streaming
in with the tide before it vanished
beneath the sand.
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Chapter 10: Saying No to
Rape
Leanne Grabel

I feel like, if there’s an elephant in the room,
I’d really like to start off by introducing the elephant
in the room. And sometimes it’s funny.
-Louis Theroux
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My younger sister told me the details of that morning, twenty years later. At Thanksgiving
with lots of wine. She and our parents were eating breakfast. It must have been the weekend. My mother came back to the table after the phone call and said, “Something horrible
has happened to Leanne. They were robbed...and attacked.”
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Daniel’s parents picked us up as planned at the San Francisco Airport. We drove the half
hour to Redwood City in silence, except when Daniel’s mother asked us if we were hungry and we both said no. Silence sat there like a mean, drunk uncle.
I, frankly, was panicking. Quietly. I was thinking of everything that could be wrong with
me, now that I had been RAPED. I wanted to get to a doctor as soon as possible. I wanted to do whatever a person was supposed to do when she got raped. I wanted to find
someone who knew that and who could do that.
Crap. This was just before the early women’s movement’s well-deserved and well-orchestrated final victorious strides. Before rape crisis centers. Before Roe v. Wade. Before the
Equal Rights Amendment. My timing was horrible. Horrible.
“Don’t say anything to my parents about...you know...” Daniel said.
We were sitting in his parents’ den waiting for dinner. We were once again in large, soft
chairs. I was staring at my and the arms of the chair. The inside of my skull was grinding

“Don’t worry about it. Jesus.”

and churning. The load was too big.
I felt like I was wearing a chinstrap. And a gag. I felt like I was swimming underwater
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“My parents won’t be able to handle it. They really won’t.” Daniel kept making me

wearing nose plugs, a chinstrap and a gag. And a full-body thundershirt. For a small

promise not to tell. It was annoying me.

dog.
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I was worried about having to say that word rape the next day. Out loud. I’d have to say
it to the receptionist. I’d have to say it to the nurse. I’d have to say it to the doctor. I wasn’t
sure I could say it (I still hadn’t said it out loud).
Daniel dropped me off on campus at eight the next morning. I walked up to the receptionist and whispered, “I was just raped in Mexico.”
“WHAT?”
“I was raped two days ago in Mexico. I need to get checked out. I don’t know what I’m
supposed to do.”
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The receptionist raised both eyebrows and pleated her forehead. Her face turned into a
rugged landscape of canyons. She squinted at me. She held her squint.
“Have a seat.”
I sank down into a lobby chair, soggy with shame. I felt exhausted. I saw a girl I sort of
knew from my Literature of the Revolution class. She came over.
“Good to see you. I thought I was the only one left on campus,” she said.
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“Yes?”
“I got raped the day before yesterday in Baja,” I whispered.
“WHAT?”
“I got raped in Baja two days ago.”
He pulled on his latex gloves, snapping and shaping each finger, over and over, like an asshole. I lay on the table with my legs in the stirrups. My legs started shaking and slapping
together. I started clicking my tongue, girding my ass, trying to get them to stop. They
didn’t stop. He said nothing. He screwed in the cold metal speculum. He dug around
I nodded. Sighed deeply.
I caricatured a shrug and walked into the bathroom. I came out and the receptionist told
me to follow a nurse back into one of the examining rooms. The nurse had an enormous
round bottom. And her tight black skirt pulled tightly across it. Yes. Her bottom was
hard to ignore.
Then the door slunk in. He was noticeably skinny and sour-looking. He moved like a
thief. And he also started staring at his nurse’s round bottom. He completely ignored me.
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with a Q-tip the size of his forearm (in fact, it looked like his forearm).
“Get dressed,” he said as he sauntered out the door. He turned around and said, “What
were you doing there anyway?” The nurse brought in two bottles of pills—antibiotics
and morning after pills. Then she nudged me out the door. There was no information
sharing. No analysis. No referrals. No pats of empathy. No songs of reassurance.
“You’re lucky to be alive,” the nurse hissed as she round-assed out the door. I felt like a
fungus.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

Chapter 11: Please Pass the
Analgesic

I walked back to my trailer and sat on the couch (it was an ugly, nubby tan tweed). I sat in
a strange square stance—and trance. It was quiet. There were probably thirteen people
on the entire campus. And that’s how it was going to be for days. Everyone was off skiing
in Utah. Or Switzerland. They were snorkeling in Maui or Belize. They were home in
Dissociation takes a variety of forms, one of which if analgesia,
becoming numb, both physically and emotionally. Analgesia can
be experienced as a physical or emotional numbing. The body
may feel frozen or weightless.
-Dusty Miller, Women Who Hurt Themselves
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the bosom of Mommy and Daddy in their big yellow houses with swimming pools and
tennis courts and stairways and shutters.
I sat there. I felt like mist. Like mud. Thin. Thick. I felt dark and heavy and filmy and
invisible. I felt like a flat-faced figurine in the vault of the dead.
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We sat outside and all ordered the same thing—chef salad with blue cheese dressing. It came with a beverage and a roll. I got coffee, my mother got tea and my
The next day, my mother and brother came to Palo Alto to have lunch with me. We
went to a woodsy tavern in the foothills, a few miles out of town. I could tell by the
slightly awkward twist of my mother’s pretty lips that she didn’t have a clue about
how to act or what to say. Neither did my brother. Neither did I (human relations
were just not my family’s strong suit).

brother got a Coke.
We were all trying as hard as we could to find the right things to say to me. Nobody
knew what that was. There was silence. Clinking.
I started doing a sort of warped standup routine. Very Richard Lewis-esque.
Self-deprecating. Off balance.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

“You know during the whole ordeal,” I said, “I couldn’t stop farting. And every time I
farted, I said, ‘Excuse me.’ Over and over. It was ridiculous.”
My mother and brother stared at me. They weren’t laughing. They were waiting for direction. I was waiting for direction.
“At one point they handed me a regular Pepsi and I didn’t drink it because it wasn’t diet.”
That was joke #2.
“You know the [nod, blink, shrug] part was actually the best part of the whole thing,”
I said. “Because that’s when they put the weapons down. The weapons were the worst
part. Staring at the tip of that rifle. Waiting to die.”
I kept laughing on and off. And I kept reassuring my mother and brother I was fine. My legs
My voice cracked but I quickly and loudly cleared my throat as if I had something tangi-

shivered a couple times. But I hid them under the tablecloth. And then when they shook, I

ble stuck in it—some stray shred of red cabbage or iceberg lettuce. I thought they bought

looked under the table as if something under there were actually causing the shaking—in case

the camouflage.

they saw it—like a squirrel. Or a dog.

I didn’t make eye contact with my mother or brother. I just said things. And went back

After lunch, the three of us hugged stiffly with flat hands. As if that final curling inward of the

to eating my salad. We all took serious multiple bites of our salads. We clinked our knives

fingertips made it just too much of an embrace for us. We were a family uncomfortable with

and forks. We wiped our hands on our napkins as if wiping away sin. Nobody spoke. We

touching.

just chewed and clinked.
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They drove back to Stockton.
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I walked back to the trailer and sat on the couch. Again I felt like the aforementioned combi-

Jill and Daniel continued to state emphatically that they did not want anyone knowing what

nation of nothingness and stone. Mist and mud. Thick. Transparent. Ponderous. Light. Dark.

really happened in Baja. Ever. They couldn’t have been clearer. Oddly, and obviously, my

Invisible. I felt like a flat-faced figurine in the vault of the dead.

instinctual inclination was to tell everybody almost everything most of the time. The story
poured out of me as if operated by my autonomic nervous system (like the farting and the

And for six days, I sat there. I was waiting for my friend Thea to come back. I figured Thea

shaking). The story seeped through the checkpoints set up by my sense of social propriety as

would know what I was supposed to do. Thea would know what I was supposed to think.

if an unstoppable secretion.

Thea would know what I was supposed to be feeling. Thea would be back in six days.
Yes. I thought of telling and retelling of the story relieved things. It diluted the trauma. It was
an optimistic theory.
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POETRY
The words were my dependable workers. They were sturdy. With impressive arms and thighs
like trees. They carted off the boulders of my terror with each telling. They excavated my huge
canyon of PTSD with each rendition.
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Remembrance
Stinson Anderson
Rebirth, yet placed as if dead in a silver tray. My butterfly.
As a boy, it fell at my feet from a death spiral. Purplish wings with crimson spots and blue at the
fringes beautified its alien antennae, which yet moved. Perhaps it was trying to convey the
importance of conversion, of someday rising above all the creeping and crawling to become a
new creature capable of flight.
Self-righteously, I buried it in my grandmother’s garden. And, with folded hands said the only
prayer I knew, a dinner prayer. Three days later, I dug it up, blew away the dust, and pinned its
remains to my bedroom wall.
Under dim fluorescent lighting, I now watch a hand reach in, pinch, and place the thing (the word for it,
I forget) into my mouth for what, I’m sure, is the last time.
The other day, when You said, and I quote: “Jump, it won’t hurt but for a second,”
you didn’t explain that chaos isn’t so easy,
that our universe is nothing more than an endless myriad of choices,
each of which, when acted upon creates a new universe.
And yet, all of it can be simply deduced to positive or negative,
right or wrong, good, bad.
But it’s not so simple once we’re here.
Bread. That’s what this is called. It has been broken, for me, like me. It half melts in my mouth, sticks to
my teeth like State Fair taffy, like death to decay. Are we not all dying the moment we arrive?
Arriving—I don’t remember that—spiraling outside the light—other than what Your words have
since told me of the tale of happiness, a journey beginning with separation and misery, so that
joy in its fullness could be comprehended and eternally lived.
And I don’t recall passing through the darkness, but I suppose it too was a choice—coming here—
because, here I sit, still uncomfortable (with myself), yet thirsting for…
She squeezes my hand. I reciprocate by making my eyes smile for her.
At length, the cup is brought to my peeling lips. The gall cleansed once again.
Outside my window, there has been a butterfly on the ledge. That Red-spotted Purple—the
Limenitis arthemis that I remember so well. It has been watching me from the beginning, not
moving except to hint at some future flight through the continual raising and lowering of its
wings like a baby’s breath.
The cup, empty now, is placed back in the tray. The butterfly leaps to flight.
And in the space and time it takes for it to wholly flutter its wings and gain lift, I watch a tear run down
my lifeless cheek, carrying within a remembrance of how the universe expands its joy.
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The Shark Moving Onward
Adam Gunther
The dripping waves of silence
only breaking quorum to shake hands
with the sound of broken heels
against cracked pavement;
The face of spring
stretching to be seen
behind impenetrable walls of black,
our monolithic winter clouds created night where once there was sun.
How we go on astounds me,
The tantalizing. The breathtaking
hookers eating up sidewalk;
somehow,
all of their cigarettes smoked to the exact same length.
A person must only turn their mind off
and confidently walk forward —
the rest is simple enough.
Watch as the world exposes Itself.
A sexual game in which I promise to Her that I’ll keep pure secrets clenched to my
imperfect body
in turn, yet always, I break them open,
in cryptic, limited ways.
There’s no allure to secrecy for me,
it’s only this life —
this perplexing burning candle —
revealing itself to me slowly,
I take caution to say only what I know to be Mostly True.

Erica Schreiner
Vacancy
I’m slowing down in my lungs
watercolour roses
and eggs
where I come from
Seagulls shout complaints on the other side of life
I stand on the edge of a cliff and hold in my hand a knife
and breathe in the wind that surrounds me
If anyone knew I was missing, they’d try and save me
If anyone
I’m painting roses with watercolour
I’m painting eggs next to them too
painting the whole goddamn natural world around me
I always preferred cerulean blue
I think and I dream:
Someday there won’t be such a thing as taxes
and someday you’ll come talking to me
Someday I’ll run again
and my hand won’t be broken
and someday I’ll dance on top of the sea
Someday I’ll break the Invisible Visible
the networks that promise productivity
as if that were a higher virtue than freedom
and you play along, you all play along
but no, not me
because I turn it off
and sit in my room uninterrupted for hours
creating the world I want to see
because it doesn’t exist
and without it I don’t feel free
So, I’m painting roses with a box of watercolors
I’m painting the eggs too
painting the fruit and everything in the fridge
everything I can see
everything that reminds me of you
I’m painting the skin and the floor
I’m painting the walls and the cabinets
the bowl that holds the fish
I’m painting the ceiling fan with a roller
I’m rolling the paint down over the windows
I can’t see out, but they can’t see in
Can you die from paint seeping into your skin?

And what is that?
Just,
how I know we all belong together.
Endlessly pushing,
endlessly coming up short,
and yet that’s alright!
Pushing creates this beautiful remembrance,
leaving the only issue to be
remembering honestly
and therefore
beautifully.
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Painting the Roses

Photo by Sue Ball
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I have to be careful not to paint over the camera lens
I don’t hear sounds anymore
I’ve painted them out (finally!)
Wait.
I can hear a bird chirping faint
I hear music in my mind
I hear the heartbeat drum of a clock
click-ticking in time
I can hear the passing of time!
I can hear ancient souls corroding around me
trapped in modern slime
I hear myself screaming and blocking the doorway
when I was just a woman-child in this body of mine
Body
Body
Body
Roses
Eggs
Body
Body
Everybody
Your body
My body
I can finally feel we are one in the same

and I kick the ladder out from under me
I have wings!
It’s okay because I have wings!
as all Great Artists do!
I’m flying now—without strings
I’m flying alone, without you
I need to taste the sky, so I lick the sky I just painted
and the clouds taste like honey
No, more like mint jelly
I’m in the middle of a rainbow I think
because my skin
my skin
my skin
is translucent
and purple
and pink
My skin is rainbowing together
and I can’t tell the difference between death and living forever

alone in this room
the world I create
the paint takes over and soars from my fingertips
I no longer need brushes
This is good
because I don’t have any water to rinse
Paint flows from my digits
into my limbs
now filling my veins
heading toward my heart
pumping a mixture of blood and titanium white
I press my palms into the ceiling
(I don’t even try this time)
Clouds reverse-evaporate and make up space
They disperse and radiate, creating the sky in this world I’m inventing
Like a ballerina I spin in circles
The planets and stars take their place
I realize I’m at the top of a ladder
and the sky overhead is mine
I’m singing!
and spinning!
and shouting!
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VHS video still by Erica Schreiner
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Slipshod

Psyche

Megan Mealor

Ingrid Casey

I can only think back to the crash pad off Justina,
breakneck roaches shimmying from sideboards,
spasmodic blinds sallying with intoxicated illumination.
I recall the smutty runners in odious hues of shamrock
and umber, carpet withering like wormwood beneath
our rakish ashes. Voluptuary sketches lined the livid walls.
The Odd Bods died in pugnacious pairs, overfed and overnight,
tankmates unfit to fraction recessed ruins of resin temples.
It was a hard-fisted hovel with not enough windows
and far too many doors, facing the backwater bikini bar
flashing a mutinous marquee of lost sheep while wolves
in threadbare coats prowled the turnpikes. And there was
a feverish sign, just beyond the parking lot jagged with
patchwork cars, that leered and loitered, an idle voyeur
publicizing skipjack churches which were never seen again.

I’m speaking fluently and climbing steep streets like water. It’s your
son’s celebration, your mother Ryanaired her way here, delicate white
sky trails, of course I went to her pumpkin and tomato town, smoked
meat you are, not telling me things. In the waking time, ironing, an uncle
circles around steam, no particular connection; he’s had a small motor accident,
you are told the next day. Keen is your soul to grow, unseen is real now.

Photo by Sue Ball
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Maleficent

Atheism is Tinder

Ingrid Casey

Ingrid Casey

What do you dream about? Standing
on piles of books the height of
skyscrapers, near Broadway and a
breakfast place called Daniella’s, jumping
through windows for interviews. Bowie...
the day after his death whispering “goblin”
in your ear, showing eagles spanning
wings on precipices, saying “Fly!” Epic
horizons on West African beaches, and
making friends with panthers, protectors.
These are my horns, made from scratch
the day after we were liberated. Three
days it feels like, down to the dead and
now, we circumnavigate, swim and fly.

How big is your gratitude? As big as
the mountains. Where is your faith?
Stolen. Where’s your rage? In the lava.
Do you come? Like the sea. Like rivers.
Who loves you? Nobody, nobody, nobody.
What’s
the refrain?
A resounding
are you fucking kidding me are you fucking kidding
me
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Krishna Plays Jazz
Sarah Helena
Firedrum raingun shooting down Times Square, blending a circus of light with ordinary
blindness
A heavy umbrella protects bald heads with fizzy brains from thin showers, rinsed in petrol
soap, a bathtub for clean conscience.
I can’t stand the heavy heartbeats I hear rushing out from subway exits, I can’t stand the
soaking platforms which drown my feet underground, I can’t stand the myriad of strangers
coughing up their lunches.
I love sitting surrounded by Broadway’s blur of mania pretending to write a piece of public interest, the guy to my right
I’m sure is a real playwright
I love clearing my lungs through the honking horns of this Manhattan steamhouse, sensing the
divine by self-medicating with saxophone basements, I adore seeing his face appear through
tar scratches explicitly woven by the yellow cab veins that pump the city alive.
I hear him through the inhalation of the pianist’s last cigarette puff right before he goes back
down to spell his name in B-flat.
I get shivers from his heavy clouds pushed down from the sky where he resides
He’s so strangely LIFE.
I mark the day he first spoke to me to make it an anniversary but realise – he was never quiet.
I close my eyes to wake up. I close the books to learn his language. I put my lips into a frame
that build an entry to his name.
When he skips the intro and dives right into the fury sounds of perceptive bounds that explode
like bubbles of dream, I find myself plunged into rewind, turn around, turn around, back to
start and tap to the world as he made it,
not as I see it.
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faith and savagery
Edward L. Canavan

It’s always funny
until someone throws
a frozen waffle at your head
and then it’s just serious

even in joy
we cry

Thomas Fucaloro

thru great light
and asunder torn

The threshold my parents can bare is my height

to break and mend

Above that, they don’t tolerate the space I don’t exist in
I challenged my parents often and it often ended in the throwing of objectifications

the ways
of both the wise
and the witless

They did not tolerate the space I existed in either

for there is nature
in this beast

But all I don’t do is understand me, so I give myself a gender

that may never
be freed

I try to imagine that this has helped me become a better person

Because that is all I have been taught how to give

from the animals
we’ve become.
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Fire Drill

The Unreliable Witness

Kim Cope Tait

Isa Guzman

Light bends like a question across blades of green grass
as we shift our weight from one foot to the other.
Black fabric collects heat as we gather mass,
expanding impossibly, becoming other.

I am an 		

un unreliable witness

marooned, again,
knotted snares		

Something in the belly slides away from itself
as our irises graze the moment like tongues,
taste vaguely of what moves us. Self upon self
gathers like an ocean wave, restricts the lungs.

of nooses –

a dream land		
We live		

I could climb inside that gaze, though I cannot hold it,
a reflection and a nest in a single instant.
Time collapses on itself, and spills me into that
blue orb again, though it is a future I can’t

highest scar of light –

heavened there, 		
to land, marooned
A place		

of granite.

again, like sparks

hidden in the

remember. Danger clear, we make our way back,
splitting from the singular, ignoring what we lack.

in the

but falling
and alien.

of alleged miracles

and

		executed resurrections.
A place for		

the forensic

miracles

of the imagination.
A place marooned,
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where I saw nothing.
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No one knew
Deirdre Fagan
I.
No one knew when I met a boy over a bong
on New Year’s Eve, months after my mother
died, and before my story reached my lips,
that it was the untelling of childhood
that drove me to him.

V.
But there is a kind of love that brings more love.
It welcomes in the dark and the light with heart, mind and arms,
tongues, the eyes seeing each other and oneself reflected at once.
This love is the one that brought forth two beauties,
shining, whole, unharmed, as yet untouched.
This beloved was taken, but our love for him still grows.
IV.

A boy without a driver’s license,
without I.D., without a checkbook,
into his arms and waterbed I came.

Four rings total in the tree; four rings removed from the finger.

I don’t have to tell you
he wasn’t the first.

V.

II.
The first engagement happened
on one knee in a restaurant,
but my mother’s cancer
grew in the desert, and that boy
was all water, and the sand
knew.

One more ring.

The fourth and the fifth rings are the hardest to tell apart.
They are both beautiful.
They share the same stone.
VI.
No one knows the journey.

Mother was dying
and the boy of my youth was driving cattle
while the dust devils enveloped my heart,
so he drove me too.

The untelling of a childhood sometimes dooms us to repeat it,
the first one we tell may not always be the one that sticks,
the best one to stick may not always be undone by the past, and
another marriage is not always a curse. It is often a blessing.

Sometimes it is the past that beckons the firsts to your bed.

Each marriage scroll rolls and unrolls a newer older you.

Each boy broken off can put a piece of you together.

VII.

III.
One engagement, one divorce, two rings in the tree now.

There are others like you who fold origami-like
into the animals they become through the glee
that turns into the hardship that shakes them free.

IV.

I’ve met them. I will tell you.

The second marriage was clever and kind, the first boy
to hear of the untold man of my childhood.
He loved me anyway.
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Another Kodak Moment
Antonia Alexandra Klimenko
It wasn’t supposed to happen this way
I should have met you at the airport
(on the runway)
or, perhaps the elevator—
(in between floors)
or, maybe just some
no-name bar
where the eyes of strangers
cling to your lapel like drowning oysters
We’ve all been there before—
the borrowed rooms we’ve stepped into backwards
Today we stand in the ruins of my kitchen—
(I like knowing where I stand with you)
balancing fire and water
spilling hot words and cold dreams
like a table with only three legs
Already you are one foot out the door
Already you are sending me a postcard
from the next room

Eyes that follow me wherever you go—
the barrel of your telescopic lens
that glossy projector
that other loaded gun
pressing softly against my photographic plate—
always your finger on the trigger
of what might have been!
It wasn’t supposed to happen this way...
Until, one day it clicks!
It was supposed to happen this way
Always my finger on the trigger
If what might have been
Until the final flash
of recognition
of precognition—
the final destination
of a life
unlived

This is not what I asked for
This is not what I wanted
All I ever wanted was a motion picture show
was a full-length feature film of our lives unfolding
moment to moment frame upon frame—
pictures flowing in and out of one another
exploding into light!
All I ever wanted
was a little truth in the old dark room
Instead you hand me a snapshot of yourself
a face with no neck or hands
God knows what you’d do with me!
Better I remain in some dark undisclosed place—
a lost country whose language you cannot speak
whose undeveloped terrain
you will never explore abbreviate or re-touch
But you—ever the tourist—
continue to reload the camera of your eyes
rolling them with the cheap film of your Polaroid past
Eyes that leave but never arrive
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Sea of Dreams

I find my marriage

Antonia Alexandra Klimenko

Sara Siddiqui Chansarkar

(after Rimbaud)

I look in:
blobs of foam and shaved hair,
balls of socks in the laundry,
dregs of coffee in your mug,
crumbs of Cheerios on the floor,
LEGO blocks poking my soles,
tracks of muddy tennis shoes,
bags of chips under the couch,
groan of the garage door,
exhaustion under your eyes,
cracked leather of your laptop bag,
onion and garlic on my fingers,
bubbling quiche in the oven, and
the swishy swoosh of dishwasher.
I find it at last
when my eyelids are droopy −
cupped in your toasty palms
with my aching hands,
pressed under your calves
with my freezing feet.

On swelling waves of timelessness
you reach for me across the glass
Ah love ah alchemist—
delirium
of tossing rhythms
of narcotic ecstasy
how you enter me through
that sweet poison
that has remained in my veins
unforgotten
Here in our drunken boat
in the heartbreak
of twilight’s unsilvering rim
I drink your invisible rivers
I wander your drifting streets
I worship at the holy altar
of our melting consciousness
Here on this drunken morning
I kiss your dear shadow
as I lay it next to mine
I stagger like a beggar
on the fraying hem
of your horizon
Ah love ah alchemist
how you enter me singing
as birds do dawn
I do not know

why
we drown in our reflection—
how we float above
these thousand quivering wings
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I only look for you beloved
where you can find me—
beyond all expectation
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We go to floors seven and eight
Alison Grace Koehler

Marius Presterud

We go to floors seven and eight
to sleep inside separate walls
Rooms the size of a glass shower
Too tall, your feet will stick out
a television attached to the capsule’s top
the only station is porn
Volume audible throughout the men’s story
hiccuping moans all night
I don’t even know there’s a TV inside the capsule
on the women’s level no one has theirs on
We are fifty, perhaps
I pull down the bamboo screen
but the outside light stays on all night
it peeks in through the corners
and I don’t sleep.
Instead I use the prepaid SIM card
as I’ve done during these two weeks
on bullet trains, in temples, in public baths
to send messages to someone
eight hours in the past
This night, under white sheets and blanket
I ask him
-What do you remember?
The shape of the space between your eyelids and eyebrows.
The way your breasts feel underneath fabric.
-What do you think about when you make yourself come?
Coming inside of you.
He tells me, before I go to sleep, to cup my hands
Fill them with cold water and pour it on my face.
In the morning we meet on the level with a large screen
and vending machines
You hand me a cardboard cup of tea
and tell me about your feet sticking out of the capsule
listening to Japanese porn all night
I tell you about the light peeking in
from the sides of the bamboo screen
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NOT SURE IF YOU MAKE ME
COFFEE ANYMORE
NOT SURE IF YOU MAKE ME COFFEE ANYMORE
Or just leave me yours
But you do
Rouse me
The CK One in the hallways and doorways of our home
Your hazy voice on the telephone
The way you gently close your door to masturbate
And how your hidden moans
Find their own way to me
I see you’ve put your toothbrush in my glass again
Do I put it back
In its hole?
Should I be hanging my coat
On top of yours?
(Of course)
I won’t ask
I’ll keep it to myself
I have to keep my senses
You don’t always return my stuff

Photo by Yann Lagoutte,from a series using Alison Grace Koehler’s glass work
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Bodies

She looked like she was made to do this.
He held her, I held the lighter in my fist

Cecilia Knapp

between the bodies, so many bodies pouring
around me like sand,

I held his lighter to my chest like a promise
that he hadn’t made, like he’d made me a promise.

all I really wanted to do was get lost tonight,
somewhere between skin and walls.

I watched bodies clip themselves into the tongues
and grooves of each other, like lego.

I kept the lighter close. Lit a candle
when I got home though the sun was up,

Everything was the way the bodies moved, everything
was the way the bodies moved into each other, everything

fell to my front door like it was the steps of a church
And lay with the ghosts of the music

was my jeans, friction
burning my spine.

dancing in my ears and bones.
Waiting for my body to breathe normally again.

I moved my body, thought about my body,
wanting my body to feel enough,

Waiting to get lost.

to be useful to his slender hands, whilst
at the same time, wanting to take every
man home with me. Collect them
like pennies from the street
just to throw them from the tops of buildings,
to say that I can. To use
my body to fill spaces. To use my body
not my mind, for all the times
I’ve burned. To use it like I only have one purpose.
To use it like I could be free.
I waited for his hands to find me
through the bodies, all night.
I watched his body move, his shoulders lose
like he wasn’t even thinking of his body,
shirt began to stick to his body,
and I watched him hold another woman’s body,
wondering if she wondered
if her body was enough.
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This could be hell

Golden Boy

Amy Barry

Nicholas Calderbank

Filth pours out from
a man with malocchio eyes,
his black mouth gaping,
a ravenous creature,
in a trance,
he wrenches my headgear—
defiling his religion.

You had it all.

Howling like an incensed hyena,
a woman grabs my head,
presses me down,
I stumble—
crumpled on the uneven cement floor,
between the first strike and the second,
or maybe the third and fourth,
my head bows on the pavement,
sharp point up—
pokes,
pierces my forehead,
storms fiery rivulets across my cheeks.

Everyone wanted a piece of you.

Praying in every violent second,
I Stagger—
in search of sanctuary.

The looks.
The brains.
The gift of the gab.

You were hot!
We hung on your every word. We imitated your gestures.
You were already a legend. The world was your oyster.
- I’ve done quite well, myself, you’ll be pleased to hear. I was never going
to set the world alight. But I have made a contribution. Modest yet
worthwhile.
I remember watching you in the match against... St. Stephens, was it?
You ran circles round them. No one could touch you. You were the
only man on the field. Do you still do your 200 press-ups before
breakfast?
And the crumpet! Queuing up. Round the block!
- I’m a married man. My wife is a fine woman. We have two fine
children, one of each sex. Both now living on the other side of the
globe.
And according to the reports we receive doing well in all areas.
When I retired last year, my colleagues gave me a splendid send-off. I
was presented with the watch that I am wearing. It keeps perfect time.
A leader. A political – or spiritual – leader. Offering hope in these
troubled times. A mass movement. Gathering support on all sides.
Inspiring people wherever you went. With your words. Your
presence. Your self-belief. Changing the course of history.
You’re taking the piss, aren’t you? I know you. You’re a born tease.
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- I’m an active member of the community. I’ve been asked to stand for
election to the local council.
Or the theatre. Your Hotspur was unforgettable. You were equally
adept at stand-up. You had us all in stitches.
I yearned to be you. Did you know that? To have your ease. Your
grace.
- I’ve worked for everything I’ve got. I’m a grafter. I’ve had to be. No one
gave me a leg-up. I did it off my own bat.
Are you still biding your time? Don’t leave it too late.
Have you read “A La Recherche du Temps Perdu” by Marcel Proust? I
have. All six volumes. It’s a masterpiece.
Those shoes of yours! You used to be an impeccable dresser. In fact,
something of a dandy.
- I’m loaded. I’ve been quietly stashing it away for years.
I could go round the world. On a luxury cruise. Miami. Honolulu. Bangkok.
I could leave today.
I want a Ferrari, I’d buy a Ferrari.
You had it all. In the palm of your hand. Where did it go? Did you piss
it away? You had no right.
If that had been me, I’d be running an empire by now. It’s enough to
make you weep. Don’t you understand? We loved you, you cunt.
How does it feel? Is it hard to live with? I’m surprised you haven’t
topped yourself. Maybe you have. Are you dead? Did you die?
			THE END.
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security
Robin Lee Kelly
security security
remove my composed
ego
security security
the light is on, i know
everybody got a fashion show
all right
everybody got a superflow
in spite
rubbing backs work for sex kissing butt dirty smut
stand up by the line
it’s not a contest of whose got the brightest shine
the universe is massive there’s room for us all
it’s not the last half off sale
at the 99 cents store
…in the fulton street mall
security security
do something about this
why the diss
it doesn’t hurt to say thank you or give praise back
it doesn’t cause a stroke, an aneurysm or heart attack
the universe is massive
there is room for each one
star dumb is not threaten
there’s nothing new under the sun
security security
remove the player hater
security security
aka the agitator aka the dismal maker
the one who takes but does not give
the one who is unethical, not ready to live
the one who has envy beneath the eyes
the one who plays games in a different disguise
security security
nab the player hater
security security
aka the begrudge-chin-nator
aka the sick soul shaker
the one whose dreams are deflated
the life less soul who feels berated
the one whose ego is made of malice
the one who feels so out of balance
security security
remove my controlled
ego
security security
the light is on, i know
security
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The Silent Movie Remains Silent

Before the hero dies there is a view
of one hand as a distant relative.

Rich Ives

You know this is not your hand.
You know this quietly.

The left foot outside the left shoe
is not aware of the obstacles.
You can see outside the mirror
a thought larger than the guilty.
A small glass tongue slivered out of the sand
speaks blood, speaks sitting and turning in of limb.
I’m not in charge of breaking––
no bridge, no stone stepping under.
Maybe you could do this forever. Maybe
you could just do this.
I remember the way its hair stuck out, its burble.
I remember dating.
Flying was merely falling against and rushing forward.
Making out is farther in than making near.
Making near is hopeful and pathetic,
the surface of a wave stretched and nearly spilling.
The slender darkness of a film star
falls upon the right shoe softly enough to listen.
(driving in and making out of the little light
a pair of reflections)
The role I played was further me,
wordless applause gentled.
Reason is not mine but for the toes’ bridge,
which shall return to the shoe.
One foot in front of the other
needs captions inside the edging away.
You can see outside the mirror
a thought larger than the guilty.
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Faceless

When a mask goes sideways,
Barbed wire becomes the floor
Barbed wire becomes the roof
Forty feet into the sky
becomes out of bounds

Tongo Eisen-Martin
A tour guide through your robbery
He also is

When a mask breaks in half,
mind which way the eyes go

Cigarette saying, “look what I did about your silence.”

They killed the world for the sake of giving everyone the same backstory

Ransom water and box spring gold
-This decade is only for accent grooming, I guess
Ransom water and box spring gold
-The corner store must die

We’re watching Gary, Indiana fight itself into the sky
Old pennies for wind. For that wind feeling you get before the hood goes up and over your
headache. Pennies that stick together (mocking all aspirations). Stuck together pennies was the
first newspaper I ever read. Along with the storefront dwelling army that always lets us down.

War games, I guess
All these tongues rummage junk

The start of mass destruction
Begins and ends
In restaurant bathrooms
That some people use
And other people clean

Where the holy spirit favors the backroom. Souls in a situation that offer one hundred ways to
remain a loser. Souls watching the clock hoping that eyes don’t lie to sad people.
“what were we talking about again?”
the narrator asked the graveyard
-ten minutes flatsaid the graveyard
the funeral only took ten minutes
“never tell that to anyone again,”
the narrator severely replied

“you’re telling me there’s a rag in the sky?”
-waiting for you. yes.we’ve written a scene
we’ve set a stage
We should have fit in. warehouse jobs are for communists. But now more corridor and hallway
have walked into our lives. Now the whistling is less playful and the barbed wire is overcrowded
too.
My dear, if it is not a city, it is a prison.
If it has a prison, it is a prison. Not a city.
When a courtyard talks on behalf of military issue,
all walks take place outside of the body.
Dear life to your left
A medieval painting to your right
None of this makes an impression
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Crop people living in thin air
You got five minutes
to learn how to see
through this breeze

“You just going to pin the 90s on me?”
-all thirty years of them“Then why should I know the difference between sleep and satire?”
the pyramid of corner stores fell on our heads
-we died right away
that building wants to climb up and jump off another building
-these are downtown decisions
somewhere on the planet, it is august 7th
and we’re running down the rust thinking, “one more needs to come with me”
What
evaporated on earth,
so that we could be
sent back down?
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CRITICISM
Sheila Heti’s Motherhood: Advocating for a
Different Kind of Birth
Genna Rivieccio

I

t’s getting easier—well, slightly less
shameful—to be counted among one of the
women who opts to abscond from her anatomical
responsibility in life: to have children, or at least, a
child.
Or maybe it only seems that way when one
exists amid the “artist community,” where it isn’t
such a source of shame to pass off one’s passion
(read: unpaid work when you’re not Sheila Heti) as a
child unto itself. The sort of thing you already have
to devote all your time and energy to without further
adding to it as a result of biological and societal
pressure. Yet, by and by, as Motherhood hopefully
saturates the collective culture, possibly even those
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“Book of the Month Club” type of women will come
around to the notion that child-bearing isn’t meant
for every dame—nor should it be expected to. For
not only do some of us not have the type of body
to bounce back from such an endeavor, but also the
type of mind required to give a shit about another
human being more than our own self—irrevocably
narcissistic thanks to the endless proof provided by
social media (which is a term that really ought to
have a different name by now, as it sounds almost as
prehistoric as World Wide Web).
At the time of writing Motherhood, Heti had
six books published—out there in the ether of the
world for all and any to read, to catch a glimpse
into her soul. Now, we’ve been introduced to her
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seventh child, so to speak, the very
one that’s kept her, with subconscious
deliberateness, from having a real
one. In her active inaction, Heti
postulates, “The thing to do when
you’re feeling ambivalent is to wait.
But for how long? Next week I’ll be
thirty-seven. Time is running short

Sheila Heti’s Motherhood: Advocating for a Different Kind of Birth - Genna Rivieccio

trajectory in the lives of women—
especially women with artistic
aspirations—is poetic, insightful and,
ultimately, completely reassuring.
There are so many women who still
feel an unspoken presumption to have
children before it’s “too late” and their
bodies are no longer physically viable

(whether for male sexual gratification
or creating new life, preferably male).
Heti’s epiphany at this injustice comes
when she synthesizes, “I realized that
throughout most of history, it was
enough for men that women existed
to give birth to men and raise them.
And if a woman gave birth to a girl,

“But, as Heti proves by the end,
there is a different kind of birth
for women of the twenty-first
century: art. For the first time in
history, females are permitted
the same luxury that men—to
be more specific, male writers
—have always known.”
on making certain decisions. How
can we know how it will go for us, us
ambivalent women of thirty-seven?
On the one hand, the joy of children.
On the other hand, the misery of
them. On the one hand, the freedom
of not having children. On the other
hand, the loss of never having had
them—but what is there to lose? The
love, the child and all those motherly
feelings that mothers speak about
in such an enticing way, as though
a child is something to have, not
something to do.”
Heti’s exploration of coming
to terms with an increasingly common

to do so. But Heti’s artistic raison
d’être, at the moment, seems to be to
remind those conflicted females still
racked with congenital guilt about
fulfilling their “purpose” that it’s okay.
We all feel the unwanted burden that
outside figures—whether parents,
significant others or society itself—
place on us to carry out what has
long been deemed to be our primary
and only “end game” (another
phrase grafted by Taylor Swift, like
“Bad Blood”). To be sure, since the
dawning of what it meant to engage
in “womanhood,” we have always
been seen, at our core, as orifices

well then, with luck the girl would
grow up to give birth to a man. It
seemed to me like all my worrying
about not being a mother came down
to this history—this implication that
a woman is not an end in herself.
She is a means to a man, who will
grow up to be an end in himself, and
do something in the world. While
a woman is a passageway through
which a man might come. I have
always felt like an end in myself—
doesn’t everyone?—but perhaps my
doubt that being an end-in-myself
is enough must come from this
deep lineage of women not being

seen as ends, but as passageways
through which men might come.
If you refuse to be a passageway,
there is something wrong. You must
at least try. But I don’t want to be a
passageway through which a man
might come, then manifest himself in
the world however he likes, without
anyone doubting his right, while I act
content to use my light to beam great
goodness on his life.”
So it goes that she persists in
pointedly waiting, letting the answer
wash over her via inaction. Though she
has a long-time, steady partner in the
form of Miles, he’s perfectly content
to exist just as they are (though, of
course, the fact that he already has a
daughter from a previous relationship
is a likely factor in this cavalier
attitude). This underscores the idea
that, in the modern world, with all
men theoretically being feminists as
they should be, the requirement to
have a child is increasingly lax. This,
however, begets a new stress—the
kind that puts all the emphasis on
sustaining freshness and enjoyability
in a monogamous relationship.
This issue, among others, is
exactly why, flipping three coins to
get a final yes or no answer to her
questions, Heti remakes the ancient
practice put forth in the I Ching, using
the method to aid her in working
through her “life problems”—
specifically, the problem of whether
or not to have a child. One such
particularly unsettling and accurate
series of questions is as follows:
“Does the universe mind if
women who don’t make art choose
not to make babies?
yes
Are these women punished?
yes
By not experiencing the
mystery and joy?
yes

genes?

In any other way?
yes
By not passing on their

yes
But I don’t care about passing
on my genes! Can’t one pass on one’s
genes through art?
yes
Do men who don’t procreate
receive punishment from the
universe?
no”
While
understated
for
the most part, there is this near
constant feeling of resentment
toward the freedom—not just in
terms of independence but also the
liberation from the affecting burden
of judgment—men have been privy
to for time immemorial. This is, quite
possibly, why Heti would prefer to
enlist an often flaccid repartee with
the coins than consult her male
significant other, himself hopelessly
clueless about the tension and strain
a woman must endure in coming to
a final decision about having a child.
For, yes, a decision must ultimately
be made as most women don’t suffer
from the Charlotte York conundrum
(if you haven’t watched Sex and the City
or read the Candace Bushnell novel
of the same name, are you even a
woman?).
Often a back and forth
between her and the coins, which
really just means between her and
herself, Heti’s dialogue with her own
fraught id becomes a conversation
with her reader, likely equally as torn
between her need to create and the
need she’s supposed to have to birth.
But, as Heti proves by the end, there
is a different kind of birth for women
of the twenty-first century: art. For
the first time in history, females
are permitted the same luxury that
men—to be more specific, male

writers—have always known. And,
if anything, it’s a far more important
responsibility that we carry out that
obligation to ourselves and the work
we can give our full attention to
rather than bring another gaping
maw into an overpacked world.
Unless, of course, you’re not of the
artistic bent. Because, to be honest,
one doesn’t get the sense that Heti
believes a woman can truly “have it
all”: baby and self-fulfillment. On the
contrary, for some women, the two
concepts are interchangeable. Even
if it means many an inexplicable
tear in between—largely because
the mothers that have gone about
their “duty” without first truly asking
themselves: is this what I want or what
I have been conditioned to want?
Worst of all, this lack of
true consideration on the part of
a potential mother often leads to
the child intuiting a sense of being
unwanted, as was the case with Heti
in her early years, commenting, “My
mother cried for forty days and forty
nights. As long as I have known her, I
have known her to cry. I used to think
that I would grow up to be a different
sort of woman, that I would not cry,
and that I would solve the problem of
her crying. She could never tell me
what was wrong except to say, I’m
tired. Could it be that she was always
tired? I wondered, when I was little,
Doesn’t she know she’s unhappy? I
thought the worst thing in the world
would be to be unhappy, but not know
it. As I grew older, I compulsively
checked myself for signs that I was
unhappy. Then I grew unhappy,
too. I grew filled up with tears. All
through my childhood, I felt I had
done something wrong. I searched
my every gesture, my words, the way
I sat upon a chair. What was I doing
to make her cry? A child thinks she is
the cause of even the stars in the sky,
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so of course my mother’s crying was
all about me. Why had I been born
to cause her pain?” The directness of
this query is what so many kids who
grow into adults tend often to believe,
constantly wearing the albatross of
fear that they will cause further pain
to their parents—whose bank and
emotional accounts they’ve irrefutably
drained—by disappointing them in
the trajectory their life takes. Like, for
instance, should they decide to start a
literary magazine that yields no profit
and that probably only three people
actually read from cover to cover.
Then again, for those mothers of
more modest class standing, children
are among the only means to garner
some form of respect. For if you’re
not educated or wealthy, at least
you’re contributing with the so-called
gift of a child. As Heti points out, “It
had, for instance, never occurred to
me that, for working-class women and
girls with little education, like my own
mother, motherhood appears as their
only chance to obtain any degree of
respect of status in our world.” And
this brings us to the most egregious
point of all about the expectations of
motherhood: that it’s the only surefire
way for a female to exhibit her worth.
Because she couldn’t possibly have any
that would be greater than serving as
the gateway for another human life.
She is only a “maker” in this fashion,
and therefore, in the minds of most,
has exhausted all other potential.
This leads Heti to proffer
yet another valid argument: that
women who aren’t weighed down by
the obligation to birth pose a threat
as a result of being totally liberated
in the same way a man is. Thus, she
demands, “Why are we still having
children? Why was it important for
that doctor that I did? A woman
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must have children because she
must be occupied. When I think of
all the people who want to forbid
abortions, it seems it can only mean
one thing—not that they want this
new person in the world, but that
they want that woman to be doing
the work of child-rearing more than
they want her to be doing anything
else. There’s something threatening
about a woman who is not occupied
with children. There is something
at-loose-ends feeling about such a
woman. What is she going to do
instead? What sort of trouble will she
make?”
The trouble she’ll make,
apparently, is to write an entire book—
the first of its kind—about not having
a child, weighing all the advantages
and disadvantages so logically that it
makes one wonder how any woman
could wish to sarcrifice herself for the
sake of creating something that won’t
even endure. And this act of Heti’s in
writing, for all intents and purposes, a
manifesto is, in so many regards, one
of the last subversive acts a woman
can commit—for at this point, we’ve
pulled just about every idea out of the
tampon box to assist in shattering the
patriarchal norms that have persisted
in the twenty-first century.
What’s more, it feels as
though even the lot of women
without artistic ambitions need a bit
of reminding that to give life out of
complying with rote expectations of
the past is as vacuous a gesture as
being on Facebook on your computer
and your phone at the same time.
This segues into Heti’s belief that we
ought to more diligently investigate
the motives behind our alleged
“inherent desire” to have children.
Because for the most part it appears
only to be some last vestige of a

tradition we can scarcely remember
why we started. She phrases it best
when stating, “When the girl asked
her mother why she tied the [chicken]
legs together, her mother said, ‘That’s
how my mother did it.’ When the girl
asked her grandmother why she did
it that way, her grandmother said,
‘That’s how my mother did it.’ When
she asked her great-grandmother why
it was important to tie the chicken
legs together, the woman replied,
‘That’s the only way it would fit in my
pot.’ I think that is how child-bearing
feels to me: a once-necessary, now
sentimental gesture.”
And, to be sure, if for
nothing else than the sake of
population control and preserving the
environmental integrity of the planet,
maybe it’s a sentimental gesture that
ought to be done away with sooner
rather than later. It could very well
allow for the oft fantasized about
utopia we never dreamed possible
(the kind subtly made reference to
in Children of Men beneath its billing
as being set in dystopian times). Of
course, this might give way to an
even more dramatic global issue: the
collective belief that everyone has the
talent to pursue art. Which, as those
of us who live in New York already
know, simply isn’t true. At the same
time, Heti lays it down quite bluntly
when she asserts, “Just because you
are alive, does not mean you have
to give life. For there is no inherent
good in being born. The child would
not otherwise miss existence. Nothing
harms the earth more than another
person—and nothing harms a person
more than being born.”
Ain’t that the motherfucking
truth. Mainly because, often times, it
feels like it costs one hundred dollars
just to step outside for a second and

breathe. Money equals damage,
no? Or should I say lack of money?
Further, the person concerned
with moneymaking can never fully
devote herself to art, therein lying
the unshakeable dilemma that also
applies to having children: can I have
one if I can barely afford myself ?
Likewise, can I make great art if I’m
constantly preoccupied with various
payments well beyond food, shelter
and clothing? And the answer to both
inquests (I use such a word because
existence is a form of death) tends
to be a resounding hell no. This is
precisely why Heti also posits that
even one’s “pure” focus on art as
opposed to conventional procreation
leads to its own form of birth into the
world, entailing being seen, judged
and critiqued by others (as Motherhood
is in this very sentence). And if it is,
it will be tainted and contorted into
something never intended. So it is
that Heti makes the comparison,
“I wonder if all my thinking about
having children is connected to
losing faith in the bigger ideas—art,
politics, romance. Child-rearing is
not abstract, like making art or trying
to change the world. Perhaps as you
get older and are more in the world,
the less you care to change it. Then
maybe it is cynical for me to think
of having children. Maybe it reflects
a cynicism about literature—after
having seen what happens to art in
the world—how something you love
becomes dirty, and you become dirty,
too. Maybe this is what happens with
children, also, which is perhaps partly
why people want to have more than
one. The baby’s perfect innocence
and purity is gone, corrupted as they
grow. The same thing happens with
art.”
So what’s it going to be, you

with a vagina? Art or a child? For
“failure” can come in each facet of
being Creator, and both eventually
yield the same aforementioned
conundrum. It’s perhaps just a matter
of your threshold for the divergent
manifestations of pain each version of
birth causes. And, more importantly,
can you handle the dirty looks from
others walking by with a stroller in
hand as your unravaged body instead
ambles through town unencumbered
by anything other than your open
container and Camel Light?
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